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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
And 
LOCAL 698 OF THE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
This Agreement is made by and between the Dormitory Authority of the State of 
New York, hereinafter referred. to as the "Authority," and Local 698 of the Civil Service 
Employees' Association, Inc., hereinafter referred to as "Local 698," representing 
Employees ofthc Authority covered by the terms of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 1
 
RECOGNITION
 
1.1	 The Authority. pursuant to Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law, 
also kno\-\'l1 as the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, hal) recognized and 
hereby continues to recognize Local 698 as the sole and exclusive representative 
for collective negotiations lhith respect to salaries. wages, hours and other terms 
,md conditions of employment for those employees employed in the titles and the 
Operational Units listed in Appendix A to this Agreement and any other positions 
that are placed into such bargaining unit in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 3 entitled "Representation Status of Future Positions". The terms 
"Employee" and '"Employees" when referred to in this Agreement shall refer to 
only those employees of the Authority included in the Local 698 bargaining unit 
pursuant to Article I of this Agreement. 
1.2	 Appendix A sets forth. as of the date of Appendix A. (i) the titles comprising the 
bargaining unit n:presented by Local 698; (ii) the Operational Units in the 
Authority to which each title is assigned. (iii) the total number of positions in that 
title in the Operational Unit, and OV) the total numher of such positions in the 
Operational Units that arc in the bargaining unit. The parties to this Agreement 
acknowledge that there are titles identical to those listed in Appendix A in the 
same Operational Unit Or other Operational Units of the Authority that are 
represented by UAW Local 2110 (as set forth in Appendix B to this Agreement) 
or that are not represented. including those that are employed in positions 
designated Managerial or Confidential. 
1.3	 The titles of Janitorial Services Assistant, Security Guard, Student Intern and 
Receptionist are excluded from the Bargaining Unit and Local 698 agrees that it 
will not seek to represent such titles for the duration of this Agreement. 
1.4	 No Jess UlaIl full-time employee not set forth in Appendix A shall be eligible to be 
considered part of Local 698 until: (i) they have been continuously employed in 
their position with the Authority for a period of thirty-nine weeks; (ii) they have 
successfully completed the probationary period, and (iii) the representational status 
of the position has been determined pursuant to Article 3 of this Agreement. In no 
event shall the thirty-nine week period of time served by an employee include 
time the employee is filling the position of an employee on statutory, contractual 
or administrative leave that entitles that employee to return to his or her position. 
1.5	 Local 698 agrees that the Authority may establish and fill one or more positions to 
be classified as "exempt" in accordance with the provisions of this Section 1.5. 
Any such positions shall be paid from a specific budgetary line item that may be 
funded in an amount not to exceed $300,000 for each fiscal year. The Authority 
agrees to provide Local 698 with a monthly statement detailing the exempt 
positions created; the names of the employees hired into exempt positions; the 
pcriod of time each employee has been working in an exempt position for the 
fiscal year and the dollars expended year to date from this line item. These 
exempt positions shall be excluded from the Bargaining Unit and Local· 698 
agrees that it \\ill not seek to represent such positions. 
1.6	 The Authority shall not assign work ordinarily perfom1ed by Employees to 
persons not represented by Local 698. This paragraph, however, shall not apply to 
work performed by employees designated Managerial or Confidential, employees 
represented by UAW Local 2110, and employees holding positions referred to in 
Sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of this Article, or work performed pursuant to a contract, 
other than a collective bargaining agreement, to which the Authority is a party. 
1.7	 The Authority and Local 698 agree, pursuant to section 208 of Article 14 of the 
New York State Civil Service Law, that Local 698 shall have unchallenged 
representation status for the maximum period permitted by law on the date of 
execution of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 2 
STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PURPOSE 
2.1	 It is the policy of the Authority to continue hannonious and cooperative 
relationships with its Employees and to insure the orderly and uninterrupted 
operations of the Authority. This policy is effectuated by the provisions of the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act granting public employees the rights of 
organization and collective representation concerning the determination of the 
terms and conditions of their employment. 
2.2	 The Authority and Local 698 now desire to enter into an Agreement reached 
through collective negotiations that will have for its purposes, anlOng others, the 
following: 
a.	 To recognize the legitimate interest'> of the Employees of the Authority to 
participate through collective negotiations in the determination of the tcrms 
and conditions of their employmcnt. 
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b.	 To promote fair and reasonable working conditions. 
c.	 To promote individual efficiency and service to the citizens of the State. 
d.	 To avoid interruption or interterence with the efficient operation of the 
Authority. 
1:.	 To provide a hasis for the adjustment of matters of mutual interest by means 
of amicahle discussion. 
ARTICLE 3 
REPRESENTATION STATUS OF FUTURE POSITIONS 
3.1	 This Article shall govern representation of employees by Local 698 and UAW, 
unless otherwise agreed to by Local 698, lJAW and the Authority. 
3.2	 [f all positions in an Operational Unit are represented by Local 69&, such 
positions and any vacancies, newly created, reclassified or promotional positions 
or titles in that Operational tJnit shall continue to be represented by Local 698, 
unless such position is designated Managerial or Confidential. 
3.3	 If all positions in an Operational Unit are represented by UAW Local 2110, such 
positions, and any vacancies, newly created, reclassified or promotional positions 
or titles in that Operational Unit shall continue to be represented by UAW Local 
2110, unless such position is designated Managerial or Confidential. 
3.4	 If some positions in an Operational Unit are represented by Local 698 and some 
positions are represented by UA W Local 2ll 0 on the date of execution of this 
Agreement such positions shall continue to be represented in that manner, as set 
forth in Appendices A and B hereto. Positions in any such Operational Unit shall, 
unless a vacancy, newly created, reclassified or promotional position or title is 
designated Managerial or Confidential, continue to be represented by Local 698 
and VAW Local 2110 on a proportional basis defined by the proportion of 
representation by each union on the date of execution of this Agreement. 
3.5	 Any newly created position proposed to be designated Confidential by the 
.i\uthority shall be considered unrepresented unti I PERB. pursuant to an 
application to be promptly filed by the Authority upon request to file made of the 
Authority by Local 698 determines thalthe position does not qualify for 
designation as Confidential. Upon a determination by PERB that the position is 
not a Contldential position, the representational status of this position shall be 
determined in accordance with the requirements of this Article. 
3.6	 Any ne\vJy created position proposed to be designated Managerial by the 
Authority for which the Grade level for that position is established as five or 
above and for ".;hich the Job Hire Rate shall be a minimum of $92,000 (ninety­
two thousand dollars) shall be considered unrepresented until PERB determines 
pursuant to an application to be promptly filed upon request to file made of the 
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Authority by Local 698 that the position does not qualify for designation as 
Managerial. Upon a determination by PERB that the position is not a Managerial 
position, the representational status of this position shall be determined in 
accordance with the requirements of this Article. 
ARTJCLE4
 
CSEA LOCAL 698 RIGHTS
 
4.1	 Exclusive Negotiations with Local 698 
Except as required by Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law, the 
Authority will not negotiate nor meet with any employee organization other than 
Local 698 with reference to terms and conditions of employment of Employees. 
When such organizations, whether organized by Employees or others, request 
meetings, they will be advised by the Authority to transmit their requests 
concerning terms and conditions of employment to Local 698. Upon such referral, 
Local 698 agrees to fulfill its obligation as a collective negotiating agent to 
represent Employees. 
4.2	 Payroll Deduction 
a.	 Local 698 shall be entitled to exclusive payroll deduction of membership 
dues and insurance premiums for Employees, and no other employee 
organization shall be accorded any such pa)Toll deduction privilege on 
behalf of Employees. 
b.	 The Authority shall make such payroll deductions pursuant to and upon the 
filing ~ith the Authority by the individual Employee ofa written and signed 
authorization indicating the amount of the deduction, the payee and the 
effective date thereof. 
c.	 The Authority will cease to make such payroll deductions pursuant to and 
upon the filing with the Authority by the individual Employee of a written 
and signed authorization indicating the date upon which such payroll 
deductions shall cease. 
d.	 Upon receipt of a membership and dues deduction authorization form, the 
Authority shall deduct membership dues from the Employee on a biweekly 
basis and remit the sum to the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
P.O. Box 7125, Capitol Station, Albany, New York, 12224. CSEA will 
notifY the Authority ofthe amount to be deducted. 
4.3	 Agency Shop Fee 
a.	 The biweekly agency shop fee deduction is continucd.,The agency shop fee 
payroll deduction will apply to all Employees who are members of the 
negotiating unit. Within ten business days following the employment of a 
new Employee subject to the agency shop fee deduction, notice of the 
employment of such Employee ~ill be given to the President of Local 698. 
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b.	 For each Employee who does not become a member of Local 698 within 
thirty calendar days of initial employment, the Authority shall deduct a 
service fee from the wages of such Employee on a biweekly basis and remit 
the sum to the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., P.O. Box 7125, 
Capitol Station, Albany, New York, 12224. CSEA will notify the Authority 
of the amount to be deducted. 
4.4	 Bulletin Boards 
a.	 The Authority shall provide exclusive bulletin board space in an accessible 
place in each area occupied by a substantial number of Employees for the 
purpose of posting bulletins, notices and material issued by Local 698, 
which shall be signed by the President of Local 698 or the President's 
authorized designee. No such material shall be posted which is profane, 
obscene or defamatory of the Authority or its representatives or which 
constitutes election campaign material for or against any person, 
organiz2tion or faction. 
b.	 'rhe number and location of bulletin boards as well as arrangement with 
reference to placing material thereon and removing material there from. 
shall be subject to mutual understanding between the Authority and Local 
698 provided. however, that any understanding reached with respect 
thereto shall provide for the removal of any bulletin or material objected to 
by the Authority which removal may be contested pursuant to the Contract 
Grievance procedure set forth in this Agreement. 
Upon request of the President of Local 698 or the President's authorized designee, 
meetings of Local 698 may be held during normal business hours in appropriate, 
available meeting space in buildings owned or leased by the Authority, provided 
that such request is made in advance and that Local 698 agrees to reimburse the 
Authority for any additional expense incurred in the furnishing of such space. 
4.6	 Access to Emplovees 
a.	 Local 698 representatives shalL on an exclusive basis except during periods 
or challenge, as defined in section 208 of the Civil Service Law, have 
rea"onable and appropriate access to Employees during working hours to 
explain Local 698 membership, services and programs under arrangements 
mutually dewloped with the Authority. Any such arrangements shall insure 
that such access shall not interfere with Employees' work duties or work 
performance. 
b.	 The Authority may make reasonable and appropriate arrangements with 
Local 698 whereby Local 698 may advise Employees of the additional 
availability of Local 698 representatives for consultations during non­
\vorking hours concerning Local 698 membership, servi~es and programs. 
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4.7	 List of Employees 
A listing of the name, job title, seniority date and position classification of all 
Employees of the Authority shall be provided at the expense of the Authority to the 
President of Local 698 or the President's authorized designee on or about May 1st 
ofeach year. 
4.8	 CSEA Local 698 Leave 
a.	 Upon request of the President of Local 698 or the President's authorized 
designee, the Authority win grant reasonable employee organization leave, 
including travel time if appropriate, to members of Local 698 for the 
purposes and within the provisions set forth below: 
1.	 For two delegate meetings per annum of the Civil Service 
Employees Association. Inc., hereinafter referred to as "CSEA," 
provided that no more than two members of Local 698 attend any 
one such meeting. 
2.	 For CSEA Board of Directors meetings, Directors' Committee 
meetings and Standing Committee meetings, provided the Employee 
is a member of CSEA's Board of Directors or a CSEA Standing 
Committee. 
3.	 For the investigation and processing of Contract Grievances 
pursuant to the Contract Grievance Procedure set forth in this 
Agreement. 
4.	 For mutually scheduled meetings with management of the Authority 
and to prepare for such meetings. 
5.	 Under special circumstances, and upon advance request, additional 
employee organization leave for meetings may be granted by the 
Executive Director or the Executive Director's authorized designee. 
b.	 The President of Local 698 or the President's authorized designee shall 
provide on a semi-annual basis to the Executive Director and to the Senior 
Director of Operations a list of the names and the nature of the official 
responsibilities for CSEA Local 698's officers and directors, and other 
Employees with assigned official Local 698 responsibilities. 
c.	 Trav~l time as used in this Article shall mean actual and necessary travel 
time, not to exceed four hours each way. 
d.	 Employee organi7..ation leave shall not be chargeable to an Employee's 
leave credits. however, the time shall be recorded to the appropriate 
Authority project code. 
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ARTICLES
 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
 
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of this Agreement, all of the 
authority, rights and responsibilities possessed by the Authority are retained by it, including 
hut not limited to the right to detennine the mission, purposes, objectives and policies of 
the Authority; to detcnnine the facilities, methods, means and number of personnel 
required for conduct of Authority programs; to administer the selection, recruitment, hiring, 
appraisal, training, retention, promotion, assignment and transfer of Employees; to direct, 
deploy and utilize the work force; to establish specifications for each class of positions; to 
classify, reclassify, allocate and reallocate new and existing positions; and to discipline and 
discharge Employees in accordance with law and the provisions of this Agreement. 
Without limitation on the foregoing, it is understood by the parties that the 
provisions of this Agreement do grant certain rights and privileges to Employees, as 
specificallY set forth herein. 
ARTICLE 6
 
NO STRIKES
 
6.1	 Local 698 shall not engage in a strike nor cause, instigate. encourage or condone a 
strike. 
6.2	 Local 698 shall exert its best efforts to prevent and tenninate any strike. 
6.3	 Nothing contained in this Agreement shalt be construed to limit the rights, 
remedies or duties of the Authority, Local 698 or Employees under the laws of the 
State of New York. 
ARTICLE 7
 
CLASSiFICATION AND COMPENSAnON
 
7.1	 Salarv and Step Program 
a.	 Employees are assigned lo one of lhe following categories on the Salary 
and Step Program: 
1.	 Full-Time Employee (FIT): An Employee who on an annual basis is 
regularly scheduled to work a 37.5 hour workweek and is paid at an 
annual rate; or 
2.	 Less Than rull-Time Employee (LIFT): An Employee who on an 
annual basis is regularly scheduled to work a less than 37.5 hour 
workweek and is paid at a prorated annual rate. 
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b.	 Tenus of the Salary and Step Progranl: 
I.	 Establishes for each grade a hiring rate and a job rate, with sixteen 
annual steps, including longevity steps at Steps 10, 13, and 16. 
The increments and longevity amounts for the 2007-2008, 2008­
2009, 2009-2010, 2010-2011 fiscal years include Cost of Living 
Adjustments (COLAs) in the following amounts: 3.0%, 3.0%, 
3.0%,4.0 %. 
..,
....	 Appendix D, which is attached to this Agreement, reflects the 
Salary and Step Program. 
3.	 An Employee is eligible for step movement if: (i) the Employee 
was on the payroll on March 31 st of the fiscal year immediately 
preceding the fiscal year date of step movement; and (ii) worked 
1000 hours in the calendar year (01/01 to 12/31) immediately 
preceding the calendar year of payment; and (iii) received an 
outstanding, satisfactory or needs improvement rating on their 
most recent annual perfonnance evaluation as defined in Article 9 
for the calendar year immediately preceding the step payment. 
c.	 The Authority reserves the right to classify and assign grades to new 
positions in accordance with this Agreement. 
d.	 It is the intent of the parties to this Agreement that both the salary 
payments and any lump sum payments made to Employees as part of 
Article 7 are to be pensionable to the extent otherwise pennitted by law. 
e.	 To the extent Employees have been moved to the next step and have been 
paid for such Step Movement effective April 1. 2007 and April 1, 2008, 
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 do not authorize duplicate payments or step 
movement. Unless the parties negotiate otherwise, there will be step 
movement for eligible employees in each fiscal year after the 2010-2011 
fiscal year and each year thereafter according to the collective bargaining 
agreement in effect, consistent with Civil Service Law Section 209-a (1) 
(d) and (e). 
7.2	 Fiscal Year 2007-2008 
a.	 EfIective April 1, 2007, those Employees who satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7.1 (b) (3) (i), (ii) and (iii) shall be assigned to the next step in their 
grade and paid the salary applicable to that step for the 2007-2008 fiscal 
year. 
7.3	 Fiscal Year 2008-2009 
u.	 Effective April 1, 2008. those Employees who satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7.\ (b) (3) (i), (ii) and (iii) shall be assigned to the next step in their 
grade and paid the salary applicable to that step for the 2008-2009 fiscal 
year. 
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7.4	 Fiscal Year 2009-2010 
a.	 Effective April I. 2009 Employees who satisfy the requirements of Section 
7.1 (b) (3) (i) (ii) and (iii), shall be assigned to the next step in their grade 
and paid the salary applicable to that step for the 2009-20 10 fiscal year. 
7.5	 Fiscal Year 201 0-2011 
3.	 EtTective April I. 20 I0 Employees who satisfy the requirements of Section 
7.1 (b) (3) (i), (ii) and (iii) shall be assigned to the next step in their grade 
and paid the salary applicable to that stcp for the 20 I 0-201 I fiscal year. 
7.6	 Promotions and Reclassifications 
An Employee who is promoted or reclassified to a new grade will be paid the 
higher salary of either: 
a.	 The hire rate of the new position's gldde; or 
b.	 Placement on the step in the new position's grade that results in the greatest 
base salary for the applicable fiscal year not in excess of a tlve percent (5%) 
increase abovc the Employee's current salary; provided however. that, to 
the extent such new base salary is less than five percent (5%) above the 
Employee's current salary, the difference between such new salary and the 
current salary plus five percent (5%) shall be paid to the Employee in a 
lump sum that is not added to the Employee's new base salary. 
7.7	 Location DitTerential 
a.	 Any FfT' Employee who is assigned to an official station in New York State 
situated within Nassau, Suffolk, Rockland or Westchester Counties or the 
City of New York: 
I.	 For all of the fiscal year, shall receive tor that fiscal year, in addition 
to any other salary to which such Employee is entitled to, a location 
differential as defined below. 
i.	 One Thousand, Three Hundred and Two Dollars ($1,302.00) 
efTective April I, 2007. 
II.	 Four Thousand, Seven Hundred and Eighteen Dollars 
($4,718.00) effective April 1,2008. 
iii.	 Effective April I, 2009, such location difTerential shall be 
Four Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty Dollars 
($4,860.00). 
iv.	 EfTective April I, 2010, such location differential shall be 
Five Thousand and Fifty-Four Dollars ($5,054.00) and that 
amount shall continue to be paid each April 1, thereafter. 
2.	 For a portion of the fiscal year, shall receive for that fiscal year a 
pro-rated amount of the applicable sum set forth in Section 7.7 (a) 
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(1) that reflects the period of time during which the Employee was 
actually so assigned. 
b.	 Any Fff Employee who is assigned to the Mid-Hudson Region in Dutchess, 
Orange or Putnam Counties, shall receive, in addition to any other salary to 
which such Employee is entitled, a location differential: 
1.	 Effective April I, 2008 on a pro-rata basis, one thousand dollars 
($1,000.00). 
2.	 Such amount shalJ be increased to fifteen hundred and thirteen 
dollars ($1,513.00), effective October 1,2008. 
3.	 Effective April I, 2009, such location differential shall be One 
Thousand Five IIundred and Fifty-Eight Dollars ($1,558.00). 
4.	 Effective April 1, 20 I0, such location differential shall be One 
1bousand Six Hundred and Twenty-One Dollars ($1,621.00) and 
that amount shall continue to be paid each April 1, thereafter. 
c.	 Any LIFT Employee who is assigned to an official station in New York 
State situated within Nassau, Suffolk, Rockland or Westchester Counties or 
the City of New York or the Mid-Hudson Region in the Counties of 
Dutchess, Orange and Putnam, shall receive for that fiscal year a pro-rated 
payment in addition to any other salary to which such Employee is entitled a 
location differential that is a pro-rated amount of the locatiqn differential 
that would be payable to a Fff Employee. The prorated portion shall be 
calculated by determining the percentage that the hours in the Authority'S 
full-time workweek bear to the regularly scheduled number of hours per 
workweek worked by the UFT Employee and multiplying such percentage 
times the location differential sum payable to a Frr Employee for that fiscal 
year. 
d.	 Location differential shall be paid in hi-weekly installments. 
7.8	 Calculation ofBi~Weekly Salary Payments 
Employee bi-weekly salary payments will be calculated on a ten-working-day basis 
rather than on a 14-calendar-day basis. 
7.9	 Additional Longevity Bonus 
EfTective April 1 of the fiscal year after an- employee has completed three years of 
service at Step 16 of the Employee's grade, an Employee shall be entitled to 
receive a $750 longevity bonus payment. Such employee will be entitled to 
receive a $750 longevity bonus payment every three years after the initial $750 
longevity payment bonus is received if he or she continues to serve in the same 
grade. Provided, however, that no payments shall be made pursuant to this 
provision prior to April 1. 2008. Time served by employees in Steps 17 and 18 
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prior to April I, 2008 is considered time served at Step 16 for purposes of this 
paragraph. Therefore. employees who served at least one complete year at Step 
18 prior to April I, 2008 are eligible for a $750 longevity bonus payment as of 
April 1. 2008. 
ARTICLE 8 
BONlJSPROGRAM 
8. J The Authority shall determine on an annual basis and in the Executive Director's 
sale and exclusive discretion whether a bonus wiII be granted to one or more 
Employees based on the individual's unique contributions to the success of the 
Authority. Such bonus shall be paid in an amount and at a time to be determined 
hy the Authority, but will be paid in addition to any compensation due under 
Article 7 of this Agreement and will not be added to the base compensation of any 
Employee. 
8.2	 The Authority may reward an Employee for a specific instance of extraordinary 
performance by making a lump sum payment from a bonus pool. Such award of a 
bonus will be made in the Executive Director's sole and exclusive discretion. 
8.3	 The Authority may accelerate an Employee one or two steps on the salary 
schedule and increa'ie such Employee's base salary based upon extraordinary 
performance. Such award of a perfomlance advance will be made in the 
Executive Director's sole and exclusive discretion. 
ARTICLE 9 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM 
9.1	 The Authority will continue a perfomlance evaluation program for the Employees 
of the Authority. 
9.2	 Employee performance will be evaluated on an ongoing hasis. 
9.3	 An Employee's perfonnance will be evaluated fOmlally at least once a year 
(Annual Perfomlance Evaluation). The Authority may evaluate more frequently in 
its discretion. Employees shall be provided a copy of all written evaluations 
\vhether formal or informal. 'J'he Authority will provide the Employee's job 
description annually as pan of the perfomlance review. An Employee must sign 
and acknowledge receipt of the applicable job description as part of the 
performance review. The rater must sign and acknowledge reviewing the 
applicable job description with the Employee as part of the perfonnance review. 
9.4	 The overall rating system for an Employee's annual perfomlance evaluation shall 
be "Satisfactory," "Needs Improvement" and "Unsatisfactory." Effective with the 
execution of the Agreement, the overall rating system for an Employee's annual 
performance evaluation shall be "Outstanding," "Satisfactory," "Needs 
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Improvement," and "Unsatisfactory." At the same time, each individual rating 
category shaH include "Outstanding," "Satisfactory," "Needs Improvement" and 
"Unsatisfactory." 
9.5	 Should an Employee receive an Annual Performance Evaluation overall rating of 
"Unsatisfactory," the Employee shall be entitled to have the unsatisfactory rating 
reviewed consistent with the following provisions: 
a.	 The review will be conducted by a panel of four persons, two designated 
by the Executive Director for that purpose and two employees designated 
by the President of Local 698 (Annual Performance Evaluation Rating 
Review Panel). 
b.	 The panel may only have one member of the Employee's Division serving 
as a reviewing panelist. 
c.	 The panel will meet within 30 business days of receiving the \\!Titten 
request for review. 
d.	 There must be agreement from a majority of the members of the panel to 
overturn the Employee's Unsatisfactory Annual Performance Evaluation 
rating and to determine the Employee's revised Annual Performance 
Evaluation Rating. 
e.	 The Annual Performance Evaluation Rating Review Panel shall give the 
Employee and the Employee's immediate supervisor each a reasonable 
opportunity to present their positions in writing before rendering the 
Panel's decision. 
f.	 The Panel, in their consideration of the Employee's appeal of their Annual 
Pcrfomlance Evaluation Rating, is not limited in its deliberations to a 
review of the presentations made by the Employee or the Employee's 
supervisor. If the Panel considers information other than that presented by 
the Employee and the Employee's supervisor, then the Panel shall provide 
that information to the Employee and supervisor and give them an 
opportunity to respond in writing before the Panel makes a determination. 
g.	 The Panel's decision is final and not subject to the provisions of Article 
21: Grievance and Article 22: Arbitration of this Agreement or any other 
administrative or judicial review process. 
h.	 'Ibe panel's decision shall be rendered in VvTiting to the Employee, the 
Executive Director, or the Executive Director's designee, Local 698'5 
President, the Employee's .Supervisor, 'the Managing Director of the 
Employee's Division and a copy shall be provided to Human Resources 
for inclusion in the Employee's personnel file. 
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ARTICLE 10
 
RETIREMENT, FLEXIBLE BENEFIT SPENDING, SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN
 
& DEFERRED COMPENSATION 
IV.I	 Retirement 
a.	 The Authority shall continue to provide Employees the retirement benefits, 
optional or otherwise, which the Authority, a.. a participating employer of 
the New York State Employees' Retirement System, has provided pursuant 
to the provisions of the Retirement and Social Security Law of the State of 
New York or any other applicable statute. 
b.	 Waiver: All Employees for whom membership in the New York State and 
Local Employees' Retirement System is optional and who choose not to join 
the New York State and Local Employees' Retirement System are required 
to acknowledge to the Authority. in writing, waiver of membership. 
10.2	 Flexible Benefit Spending Plan 
The Authority will continue the Flexible Benefit Spending Plan for Employees. 
10.3	 Survivor Benefit 
Upon the death of a retired Employee. the Authority shall pay a Survivor Benefit 
in the amount of $3,000 to the designated beneficiary of the Employee on file 
with the Authority at the time of the Retiree's death. A Retired Employee is an 
Employee who was an Employee of the Authority at the time they elected to retire 
as a participant orthe New York State and Local Employees' Retirement System. 
The designation of beneficiary and the application for the Survivor Benefit must 
be tIled with the Authority. 
lOA	 Deterred Compensation Program 
All Employees may elect to participate in the Authority's Deferred Compensation 
Program. 
ARTlCLE 11 
EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAMS 
li.1	 Health Insurance, Prescription Drug, Dental and Vision Care BenefiL<; 
a.	 Health and Prescription Drug Coverage: 
L	 The Authority will continue to provide through the New York State 
Health Insurance Program of the Civil Service Department the 
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health and prescription drug insurance plans and options available to 
the Authority as a participating empLoyer to active Employees. 
2.	 '[be Authority will continue to provide for retirees of the New York 
State and Local Employees' Retirement System who have been 
employees of the Authority and who retired from the Authority 
(Retirees), the health and prescription drug insurance plans and 
options available to the Authority for Retirees through the New 
York State Health Insurance Program of the Civil Service 
Department. 
3.	 The Authority will continue to provide conversion of unused sick 
leave to premium credits to reduce the cost of Retiree health 
insurance in the New York State Health Insurance Program to the 
extent such options are available through the New York State Civil 
Service Department. 
b,	 Dental Benefit Coverage: 
I,	 The Authority will provide Employees the dental plan offered to 
Management/Confidential New York State Employees through the 
New York State Civil Service Department available to the Authority 
as a Participating Employer. 
2.	 'The Authority will provide Retirees who retired [Tom the Authority 
on or after June I, 2004, benefits required by COBRA for the dental 
plan offered to active Employees through the New Yark State Civil 
Service Department. 
c.	 Vision Benefit Coverage: 
1.	 The Authority will provide Employees the New York State Vision 
Care Plan offered to Management/Confidential New York State 
Employees through the New York State Civil Service Department. 
2.	 'Ibe Authority v.ill provide those Retirees who retired from the 
Authority on or after June 1, 2004, the benefits required by COBRA 
for the New York State Vision Care Plan offered to 
Management/Confidential New York State Employees through tbe 
New York State Civil Service Department. 
11.2	 Eligibility for Health Insurance, Prescription Drug, Dental and Vision Benefits: 
a,	 For Full-Time Employees: 
Full-time Employees shall continue to be eligible for the benefits provided 
in Section I ).1 in accordance with Section 11.3. 
b.	 For Certain Less Than Full-Time Employees: 
Those Employees who are regularly scheduled to work less than thirty­
seven and one-half hours but at least eighteen and three quarter hours per 
workweek will be eligible for the benefits provided by Sections 11.1 in 
accordance with the provisions or Section 11.3 (t). 
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11.3	 Payment of Premiums 
a.	 1. The Authority will continue to pay eighty-five percenl (85%) and 
the full-time Employee hired prior to November I, 2008 will pay 
fifteen percent (15%) of the premium for the health and 
prescription drug plan coverage selected by the full-time Employee 
from those offered by the Authority through the New York State 
Civil Service Department. 
2.	 Provided, however, all Employees hired on or after November 1, 
2008 shall pay 15% of the individual coverage andlor 25% of the 
family coverage of the premium for the health and prescription 
drug coverage selected by the full-time Employee from those 
offered by the Authority through the New York State Civil Service 
Department. The Authority shall pay 85% of individual coverage 
and 75% of family coverage of such premium cost lor such 
Employees effective November 1,2008. 
b.	 The Authority will pay ninety two and one half percent (92.5%) and each 
full-time Employee will pay seven and one-half percent (7.5%) of the 
annual premiums charged to the Authority by the State of New York for 
the cost of the Group Health Incorporated ("GHI") Preferred Dental Plan. 
<:.	 The Authority will pay ninety two and one half percent (92.5%) and the 
full-time Employee will pay seven and one-half percent (7.5%) of the 
annual costs charged to the Authority by the State of New York for the 
cost of the New York State Vision Care Plan offered to 
Management/Confidential New York State Employees. 
d.	 Less Than Full-Time Employees. 
The Authority will pay a portion of the premium for the health and 
prescription drug, dental and vision plan coverage selected by certain less 
than fuB-time eligible Employee as defined in Section 11.2 (b) from those 
plans offered by the Authority through the New York State Civil Service 
Department. 1bat portion is determined by calculating the percentage that 
the hours in the Authority's full-time vmrkweek bear to the regularly 
scheduled number of hours per workweek worked by the less than full-time 
eligible Employee. Thereafter multiply that percentage times the share of 
any insurance premium the Authority has agreed in Section 11 J to pay for 
full-time Employees. However, in no case will the Authority pay more than 
the percent ofany premium payable on behalf of a full time employee. 
e.	 Retirees will continue to be responsible for their portion of the payment of 
any premiums associated with the benefits provided to Retirees under 
Section I 1.1 and I 1.3 (fl. 
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f.	 Retirees. 
1.	 Employees will be eligible for retiree health insurance if the 
EQ'lployee has served with the Authority for one year immediately 
preceding retirement, is enrolled in NYSHIP health insurance at the 
time of retirement and is otherwise eligible to retire and to meet all 
NYSHIP requirements to receive such retiree health insurance. 
2.	 Pre-January 1, 1983 Retirees. Employees who retired prior to 
January I, 1983 shall have individual coverage for health insurance 
one hundred percent (100%) paid by the Authority and family 
coverage for health insurance seventy-five percent (75%) paid by 
the Authority. 
3.	 Post-January 1, 1983 Retirees. Employees who retired on or after 
January 1, 1983 shall have individual coverage for health insurance 
ninety percent (90%) paid by the Authority and family coverage for 
health insurance seventy-five percent (75%) paid by the Authority. 
11.4	 Extension of Coverage 
A full-time Employee who is terminated as the result of abolition of a position shall 
continue to be covered under this Article at the swne contribution rate as a full-time 
Employee for a period not to exceed one year following such termination or until 
re-employment by the Authority. whichever occurs first. 
ARTICLE 12
 
ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE
 
12.1	 Attendance Rules 
The "Attendance Rules for Employees in New York State Departments and 
Institutions," adopted October 24, 1956, by the Civil Service Commission of the 
State of New York and all subsequent changes thereto will constitute the rules for 
attendance for Employees except as amended or altered by this Agreement. 
12.2	 Hours of Work 
a.	 The normal workday will consist of 7.5 hours and the normal workweek 
will be five 7.S-hour days tor a total ofa 37.S-hour workweek. 
b.	 UnJess an Employee is permitted variations from this schedule as part of 
the Authority's annual flextime plan, an Employee's normal work 
schedule must be within the following parameters: 
I.	 Monday through Friday; and 
2.	 Start time between 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 am.; and 
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3.	 A minImum one half hour lunch period and a mIDClmum lunch 
period of one hour; and 
4.	 Workday cnd time between 4:00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
c.	 Employees will be permitted variations from this schedule only as part of a 
pre-approved Authority's annual flextime plan. Any Division's annual 
flextime plan that proposes to pennit any Employee to work a schedule 
outside the Authority'S normal hours of work must be provided in writin~ 
by tlle Managing Director to the Executive Director on or before May 151 
of each year and must be approved by the Executive Director, or designee, 
before it may be implemented. The Executive Director or designee's 
approval shall be issued by June 15mof each year. 
d.	 The annual flextime plans prepared by each Division Director will be 
coordinated as much as practicable to make flextime available to all 
Employees while at the same time addressing the operational and 
supervisory needs of the Authority for the hours between 8:30 a.m. and 5 
p.m. Supervisors will be required to administer their Division's flextime 
plan on an equitable ba<;is. 
12.3	 Overtime 
a.	 Overtime is defined as hours worked at the request or direction of the 
Authority in excess of 40 hours in any workweek, Thursday through 
Wednesday by Employees in positions that are overtime eligible by 
application of federal and state law. Such Employees shall be paid for 
such overtime worked at the rate of one and one halftimes an Employee's 
annual compensation converted to' an hourly rate. 
b.	 In no event shall an Employee be entitled to Overtime unless the Employee 
is scheduled, requested or directed to work Overtime by the Authority. 
12.4	 Holiday Observance 
a.	 The following holidays shall be observed by the Authority: 
I. New Year's Day	 7. Columbus Day 
2. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Day 8. Election Day 
3. Washinbrlon's Birthday (Observed) 9. Veteran's Day 
4. Memorial Day	 10. Thanksgiving Day 
5. Independence Day	 II. Day After Thanksgiving Day 
6. Labor Day	 12. Christmas Day 
b.	 Election Day shall he designated as a tloating holiday. 
~.	 Employees who are required by the Authority to work on a holiday which is 
not a Floating lloliday will have the option of electing an alternative day off 
("Holiday Leave") with prior supervisory approval, which approval wlll not 
he unreasonably withheld; or being paid tor the holiday at the rate of one 
tenth of the Employee's biweekly rate of compensation. If the Employee is 
required by the Authority to work less than a full day on such holiday, the 
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Employee will have the option of accruing an equivalent amount of time off 
or being paid at the rate of 1/75 of the Employee's biweekly rate of 
compensation for each whole hour worked. In no event \I.Iill an Employee 
be entitled to Holiday Leave or such compensation unless the Employee is 
scheduled, requested or directed to work on such holiday by the Authority. 
d.	 An Employee who is entitled to time off with pay on days observed as 
holidays by the Authority shall be granted compensatory time off when any 
such holiday faUs on a Saturday provided, however, that Employees 
scheduled, requested or directed to work on any such Saturday may receive 
additional compensation in lieu of such compensatory time otT in 
accordance with Paragraph (c) Section 4 of this Article. The Authority shall 
designate a day to be observed as a holiday in lieu of such holiday that falls 
on Saturday. 
e.	 Holiday Leave credits shall not be added to vacation accruals. An 
Employee who elects to accrue Holiday Leave credits \'till be permitted to 
carry over accrued holiday credits from one year to the next but will not be 
paid for such accruals if the Employee leaves the service of the Authority. 
12.5	 Additional Vacation Credit 
a.	 The Authority agrees to grant Employees who have 15 or more years of 
continuous State and Authority Service, and who are entitled to earn and 
accumulate vacation credits, additional vacation credit as follows: 
Completed Years of Additional 
Continuous Service Vacation Credit 
15 to 19	 1day 
20 to 24	 2 days 
25 to 29	 3 days 
30 to 34	 4 days 
35 or more	 5 days 
b.	 Any Employee who completes or has completed 15 or more years of 
continuous State and Authority service shall be credited with additional 
vacation on the date of completion of such service, in accordance with the 
schedule of additional vacation credit, and upon the completion of each 
additionaJ 12 months of continuous State and Authority service. 
c.	 Nothing contained herein shall be construed to provide for the granting of 
additional vacation retroactively for periods of service prior to the effective 
date of this Agreement. 
12.6	 Vacation Credit Accumulation 
a.	 Vacation credits may be accumulated up to 40 days provided, however, that 
in the event of death, retirement or separation from service, an Employee 
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compensated in cash for accrued and unused accumulation may only be so 
compensated for a maximum of 30 days. 
b.	 An Employee may accumulate more than 40 days of vacation credits during 
a calendar year providl'XI, however, that the Employee's balance of vacation 
credits does not exceed 40 days at the end of such calendar year. 
J 2.7	 Sick Leave AccUffiulatiQ!! 
Employees who are entitled to earn and accumulate sick leave credits may 
accWllulate such credits up to a total of 200 days. No more than 200 days of sick 
leave may be credited for retirement service credit or health insurance premiums on 
retirement if the Employee r~tires from the Authority. Sick leave credits may not 
be used in units of less than one-quarter hour. 
12.8	 Use of Sick Leave at HalfPav 
a.	 The Authority shall grant sick leave at half pay for personal illness to an 
Employee eligible for sick leave, subject to the following conditions: 
1.	 The Employee shall have one year or more of continuous State and 
Authority service; and 
2.	 All of the Employee's aecmed leave credits shall have been 
exhausted; and 
3.	 The cumulative total of all sick leaves at half pay granted to any 
Employee during the Employee's State and Authority service shall 
not exceed one week period for each completed six months of the 
Employee's State and Authority service, and 
4.	 Satisfactory medical documentation shall be furnished and continue 
to be furnished periodically at the request of the Authority, and 
5.	 Such lcave shall not extend a period of appointment or employment 
beyond such date as it would otherwise have terminated pursuant to 
law or have expired upon completion of a specified period of 
service. 
h.	 Sick leave at half pay will not be granted or shall be terminated when the 
Employee is determined to be permanently disabled and unable to perform 
the duties of such Employee's position. 
c.	 Nothing contained herein shall supersede the continuous absence provisions 
of the New York State Civil Service Law and the Rules and Regulations of 
the New York State Department of Civil Service. 
J 2.9	 Use of Personal Leave 
The Authority shall not require an Employee to give a reason as a condition for 
approving the use of personal leave credits provided, however, that prior approval 
for such use of leave credits is obtained, that the resulting absence will not interfere 
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with the proper conduct of Authority functions and that an Employee who has 
exhausted personal leave credits shaH charge approved absences necessitated by 
personal business or religious observance to accumulated Vacation or Overtime 
credits. 
12,10	 Leave for Bereavement or Family Illness 
a, Employees shall be allowed to charge absences from work. in the event of 
death or illness in the Employee's immediate family including any members 
of the Employee's household, against accrued sick leave credits up to a 
maximum of 15 days in anyone calendar year. 
b. Requests for leave for family illness shall be subject to approval by the 
Authority. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
12, II	 Use of Workers' Compensation Leave with Pay 
The Authority will adhere to the rules and regulations regarding Workers' 
Compensation Benefits as set forth in Appendix E attached hereto. 
12.12	 Maintenance of Time Records 
a.	 No Employee shall be required to punch a time clock or record attendance 
with a timekeeper. However all Employees shall be required to maintain 
and submit for approval time records containing such daily information and 
in the format required by the Authority. Additionally, Employees eligible to 
.eam Overtime shall be required to maintain and submit daily time records 
showing actual hours worked. Those Employees not eligible to earn 
Overtime shall additionally maintain and submit daily records of absences 
and time and leave credits earned and used in accordance with the Section 
12.1 hereof(Attendance Rules). 
b.	 Daily records maintained and signed pursuant to Paragraph (a) of this 
Section will be subject to review and approval by the Employee's 
supervisor. 
12.13	 Absence - Extraordinary Circumstances 
An Employee who has reported for duty and, because of extraordinary 
circumstances beyond the Employee's control other than those related to weather 
conditions, is directed to leave work shall not be required to charge such directed 
absence during such day against leave credits. For the purposes of this section, 
breakdowns in heating or air-conditioning equipment shall not be considered as 
being related to weather conditions. If a state of emergency is declared by the 
Governor of the State for the geographic region where an Employee is assigned, the 
Employee shall not be required to work or to charge such absence against leave 
credits. 
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12.14 Emergency Duties 
Absence or tardiness tor direct emergency duties of volunteer firemen, volunteer 
ambulance squad members, civil defense or civil air patrol volunteers shall be 
~xcused by the Authority upon submission by the Employee of proof of the nature 
and timing of such duties to the satisfaction of the Authority. 
ARTICLE 13
 
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
 
13. J The Authority will provide an Employee Assistance Program at the Authority'S 
expense in an amount not to exceed twenty-five dollars ($25) per Employee. The 
Authority and Local 698 will jointly designate an Employee Assistance Program 
representative. The representative will receive confidential reports from the 
contractor providing the Program regarding the number of contacts made by 
Employees. The sole purpose of such reports will be to enable the Authority and 
Local 698 to jointly evaluate the utilization and effectiveness ofthe program. 
The Authority will not maintain records regarding the identification of any 
Employee utilizing the Program whether by name or by any classification without 
the Employee's consent. No referrals made to the Program will be noted in an 
individual's personnel file without the Employee's consent. 
ARTICLE 14
 
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 
14.1	 The Authority's I:mployee Development Program is intended to give Employees an 
opportunity to improve job-related skills and to acquire additional job-related 
spe\:ialized knowledge. The Employee Development Program has as its basic 
purposes the improvement ofEmployees' Authority job perfonnance and increasing 
the number of trained personnel available tt) fill new and promotional vacancies at 
the Authority. 
14.2	 The Authority will reimburse any active Employee for the following: 
a.	 The full tuition cost of any course taken at the direction of the Authority, 
inel uding books and fees. 
b.	 Seventy five percent (75%) of the cost of tuition, books and fees of any 
course taken outside the nonna1 hours of work at any college, university or 
professional or technical school registered with the State of New York 
Department of Education, on the Employee's own initiative, provided that 
the course is directly related to the duties of the Employee's current job, or 
that the course is required in a degree prognun in which the Employee has 
enrolled and which relates directly to the Employee's current job; that prior 
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Authority approval has been obtained and that the Employee provides 
evidence of tuition payment and satisfactory course completion. 
c.	 Fifty percent (50%) of the cost of tuition, books and fees of any course 
taken outside the normal hours of work at any college, university or 
professional or technical school registered with the State of New York 
Department of Education, on the Employee's own initiative, provided that 
the course will improve the Employee's general competence for performing 
the duties of the Employee's current job or a job the Employee can 
reasonably be expected to assume at the Authority in the future, or that the 
course is required in a degree program in which the Employee has enrolled 
and which will improve the Employee's general competence for performing 
the duties of the Employee's current job or a job the Employee can 
reasonably be expected to assume at the Authority in the future; that prior 
Authority approval has been obtained; and that the Employee provides 
evidence of tuition payment and satisfactory course completion. 
d.	 For Employees reimbursed pursuant to subdivisions b. or c. of this section, 
if at the end of the calendar year in which such reimbursement took place, 
such reimbursement is subject to federal income taxation for Employees 
generally, the Authority will reimburse one-half (1/2) of the portion not 
previously reimbursed. 
14.3	 The Executive Director or the Executive Director's authorized designee shall 
determine whether a course meets the critetia for reimbursement specified in this 
Article and shall approve or disapprove applications for reimbursement. 
14.4	 If an Employee is entitled to educational benefits for tuition from any other source 
for courses covered by this Article, the benefits under this Article wiU be reduced 
so that the total of all benefits from all sourc'es does not exceed the full tuition 
charges incurred. 
14.5	 Applications for benefits under this Article are available from the Authority. 
Requests for reimbursement must be submitted ",,;thin one year of the date of 
application. 
14.6	 Employees will be limited to a five thousand dollars ($5,000) reimbursement for 
each calendar year. The estimated amount of reimbursement expected under this 
Article for any course may be advanced to the Employee, provided such Employee 
shall have an annual salary not exceeding sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) and shall 
have been employed by the Authority for at least six months prior thereto, and 
providing the Employee agrees in writing to promptly reimburse the Authority for 
any advanced funds which exceed the actual reimbursement such Employee is 
entitled to hereunder. 
14.7	 Any Employee who seeks reimbursement for a course/program pursuant to this 
Article must present proof of successful completion and passing of the 
course/program before obtaining reimbursement. For those Employees seeking an 
advancement of the estimated reimbursement for a course/program, submission of 
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proof of successful completion and a passing grade for the course/program must be 
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days of the course's!programs' conclusion. 
[4.8	 Effective with the execution ()f this Agreement. Employees will he eligible under 
the terms of this Article and subject to the same restrictions of this Article to 
n:ceivc reimbursement for: 
a.	 On-line educational courses from a degree granting institution that the 
Authority would recognize in detennining Employee qualifications for 
hire or promotion; and 
b.	 Out-of-state college, university or professional or technical school 
registered with that state; and 
c.	 One hundred percent of (100%) of CLEP examination fees and CLEP 
course credit, subject to the same conditions of other course 
reimbursement. 
ARTICLE 15
 
WORKrNG CONDITIONS
 
I 5. J	 Safety Standards 
a.	 The Authority agrees that a certain minimum standard of safety must be 
maintained at its facilities and further that, wherever practicable, the 
Authority will endeavor to provide safety standards for the protection of 
Employee well being commensurate with safety standards presently in 
effect in the private sector. Contract Grievances under this section shaH 
not be arbitrable. 
b,	 '1lle Authority agrees that any building to which the Authority moves its 
oftices will comply with applicable building codes and regulations, 
c.	 The Authority agrees to consider any policy issued by the State of New 
York concerning Employee protection and the use of video display 
tcnninals and to implement such policy wherever prudent and cost­
cffecti ve. 
15.2	 Work Out ofTitlc 
An Employee may be required to perform the duties of another position on a 
temporary basis for a reasonable period of time. For purposes of this Article, a 
reasonable period of time shall mean a period not to exceed 25 workdays. After 25 
workdays, the individual performing the duties of another position in a higher grade 
will be paid at the rate applicable to that position, if the ratc is higher than that of 
the Employee's regular position, until such time that the Employee is no longer 
pert{1ffi1ing the duties of that position in the higher grade. An)" Employee required 
10 perform a major portion of the duties of another position in a higher grade on a 
pemlallcnt basis shall be promoted to such position. For the purposes of this 
section. the term "pennanent basis" shall mean a period in excess of twelve months. 
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15.3	 Safety and Inclement Weather Gear and Reimbursement for Personal Property 
Damage at Field Sites 
a.	 The Authority will provide hard hats, safety glasses, rubber boots and 
rubber rain slickers at field sites for use by field site Employees and those 
Employees visiting field sites as part of their Authority duties. 
b.	 The Authority ",ill equip all Authority vehicles with a fire extinguisher, 
Oashlight and emergency flares. During the months of November through 
April all Authority vehicles shall be equipped with snow tires. 
c.	 The Authority agrees to reimburse Employees for loss of or damage to 
personal property suffered in the course of employment upon the 
following conditions: 
I.	 Loss of personal property may only be reimbursed if the Authority 
in advance of the loss authorized the Employee to have the personal 
property at the work site for the benefit of the Authority 
2.	 In no event shall payment pursuant to this section exceed two 
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). 
3.	 No payment shall be made if it is found that the loss or damage 
occurred as a result of the negligence ofthe Employee. 
4.	 No payment shall be made if the loss or damage occurs while the 
Employee is not using or wearing the protective safety equipment or 
clothing provided by the Authority a'i appropriate to the situation. 
15.4	 Parking 
No parking fee will be imposed upon any Employee in any instance where no fee is 
being imposed as of the date of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 16
 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
 
Sexual harassment, a form of harassment based upon sex, is prohibited by federal 
and state law. The Dormitory Authority agrees that it will comply with all applicable 
federal and state laws concerning the prohibition against sexual harassment in the work 
place. 
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ARTICLE 17
 
NO DISCRIMINATION
 
17. I I,ncal 698 agrees to continue to admit all Employees to membership and to 
represent all Employees without regard to race, creed, color, sex, national origin, 
age, disability, marital status or sexual orientation. 
17.2	 The Authority agrees that it will comply with all applicable federal and state laws 
concerning the prohibition against discrimination in the work place, including the 
non-discrimination protections atlorded Employees by the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act. 
ARTICLE 18
 
TRAVEL AND MOVING EXPENSES
 
IR.l	 Meal and Lodging Expenses 
The Authority agrees to reimburse eligible Employees for their actual and necessary 
expenses incurred while in travel status in the perfbm1ance of their official duties 
for hotel or motel lodging, meals and incidental expenses related thereto at rates 
agreed to by Local 698 and in accordance with rules and regulations established by 
the Authority. Employees who are assigned or reassigned to a different official 
station which is located more than a reasonable day's travel from their former 
official station shall, for a reasonable period oftime as determined by the Authority, 
be considered to be eligible for reimbursement, pursuant to this section, as if they 
were in travel status. 
18.2	 Mileage Allowance 
rhe Authority agrees to provide a maximum mileage allowance for the use of 
personal vehicles for eligible Employees, in connection with official travel, unless 
otherwise agreed by Local 698 and the Authority, at rates allowed by the Internal 
Revenue Service as rates permissible for such purposes without having to document 
costs of operation of the vehicle or itemize expenses and in accordance v.-ith 
procedures established by the Authority. 
18.3	 Relocation Expenses 
The Authority agrees to reimburse Employees who arc transferred, reassigned or 
promoted by the Authority for its convenience to locations beyond the IRS defined 
commuting distance from such Employees' places of residence lor reasonable and 
necessary moving and relocation expenses. subject to the Employee's compliance 
\vith the applicable policies and procedures adopted by the Authority_ 
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18.4 Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
The Authority will provide, at its expense, insurance coverage against accidental 
death	 and dismemberment in the amount of one hundred thousand dollars 
($100,000) [or all Employees while in travel status on Authority business. 
18.5	 Alternative Agreement 
Travel and transportation expenses will be reimbursed by the Authority in 
accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of New 
York State in the absence of agreement between Local 698 and Management 
concerning the rates to be applied in Sections 18.1 and 18.2 of this Article. 
ARTICLE 19
 
COPIES OF AGREEMEl''T
 
The Authority agrees to make a copy of this Agreement available to each Employee 
through access to the Authority's Intranet and to provide each Employee with the 
reasonable opportunity to copy the Agreement at no expense to the Employee. 
ARTlCLE20
 
DISCIPLINE
 
20.1	 Applicability· 
'lbe following disciplinary procedure for incompetence and misconduct will apply 
to all Employees except new Employees while they are serving in their initial 
probationary period. 
20.2	 Employee Rights 
a.	 An Employee will be entitled to representation through Local 698 at each 
step of the disciplinary procedure, including any discussions concerning 
resignation or settlement of any proposed or pending disciplinary action. 
b.	 If an employee elects not to be represented by Local 698 at any step in the 
disciplinary process provided by this Article 20 and the employee chooses 
to retain other representation, the employee shall be responsible for all 
costs associated with that alternative representation. 
c.	 If an Employee requests representation through Local 698 or an alternative 
representative as provided for in this Article, and that representative is not 
available within a reasonable time, then the Authority may proceed with 
the interrogation, signing of a statement of resignation, or arbitration 
without the Employee having such representation. 
d.	 No Employee will be required to submit to interrogation concerning 
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alleged incompetence or misconduct unless such Employee is notified in 
writing in advance of the opportunity of having a Local 698 or other 
representative present for such interrogation. 
e.	 The Employee shall be provided a copy of any statement regarding 
incompetence or misconduct signed by the Employee. Upon receipt by 
the Authority of the \\TItten consent of the Employee, Local 698 shall be 
provided a copy of any statement regarding incompetence or misconduct 
signed by the Employee. 
f	 No recording devices or stenographic or other record will be made during 
an interrogation unless the Employee is advised in advance that a written 
or electronic record is being made. A copy of such record shall thereafter 
be supplied to the Employee. Upon receipt by the Authority of the written 
consent of the Employee, Local 698 shall be provided a copy of any 
record made during an interrogation of the Employee by the Authority. 
g.	 In all disciplinary proceedings, the Employee will be presumed innocent 
until proven guilty, and the burden of proof on all charges will rest upon 
the Authority. Such burden of proof will be a fair preponderance of the 
evidence on the record and will in no case require proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
h.	 An Employee will not be coerc.ed, intimidated or suffer any reprisals either 
directly or indirectly for exercising their rights under this Agreement. 
I.	 An Employee may waive their rights to any step of the disciplinary 
processes set forth in this Article. The waiver, if given, must be reduced 
to a writing signed by the Employee, a copy of which shall be provided to 
the Employee and their representative. 
.1.	 An Employee shall not be disciplined for acts that occurred more than one 
( I) year prior (0 the notice of discipline except those acts that would 
constitute a crime. 
k.	 At such time that an Employee is served with a notice of discipline, Local 
698 shall be provided simultaneously with a written or electronic notice 
that a Notice of Discipline has been served and the name and title of the 
Employee upon whom the Notice of Discipline was served. 
20.3	 Action~ Not Constituting Discipline 
The Authority retains the right to take any of the following actions not 
constituting disciplim: without complying with the provisions of this Article 
including but not limited to: 
a.	 Counseling; written or oral; 
b.	 Verbal warning; 
c.	 Administrative leave with full pay and all benefits provided in Articles 10 
and II of this Agreement during an investigation. 
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20.4	 Suspension Prior to Notice of Discipline or Completion of Disciplinary 
Proceedings 
a.	 Prior to service of a Level 2 notice of discipline pursuant to Paragraph (b) 
of Section 20.7, or completion of the disciplinary process relating thereto, 
if the Authority believes either that: (i) there is probable cause to believe 
that such Employee's continued presence on the job represents an 
imminent danger to persons or property or (ii) would severely interfere 
with the operations of the Authority, then the Authority may suspend an 
Employee without pay for a period not to exceed 30 days. In such 
circumstance. a notice of discipline shall be served upon the Employee 
within 72 hours and notice of the service of the notice of discipline shall 
be provided electronically or in \\-Titing to Loca1698. 
b.	 The Authority may place on administrative leave any Employee indicted 
or charged with the commission of a crime related to that Employee's 
performance of his or her duties at the Authority, even if the charging 
party is not the Authority. However the Employee shall receive full pay 
and all benefits provided in Articles 10 and II, of this Agreement. 
20.5	 Resignations Related to Disciplinary Matters 
a.	 An Employee may choose to resign upon such terms and conditions as the 
Authority may offer and the Employee may accept at any time prior to or 
after charges of misconduct or incompetence have been served. 
b.	 The Employee may seek representation through Local 698 or may consult 
with an alternative representative before agreeing to resign and a 
reasonable period oftime will be afforded for such purpose. 
c.	 A resignation obtained under this Article in a manner inconsistent with 
this Article will be null and void. 
20.6	 Settlement 
Any disciplinary charges may be settled between the parties, provided the terms 
of the settlement are reduced to writing aIld signed by the parties and the terms 
are not inconsistent with this Agreement. A summary of the nature of the tenus 
of any settlement shaH be provided contemporaneously to Local 698 if the 
Employee was not represented by Local 698. 
20.7	 Disciplinary Proceedings 
a.	 Level I Disciplinary Proceedings: 
1.	 The Authority may institute Level 1 disciplinary proceedings as 
provided by this Paragraph A against an Employee related to the 
following acts or omissions constituting incompetence or 
misconduct: 
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I.	 Absenteeism; 
11.	 Tardiness; 
111.	 Violations of State or Authority Ethics Policies involving 
infractions not exceeding $500.00; 
IV.	 Failure to Appropriately Charge Leave Accruals for 
Absences from Work. 
'1 
'- .	 A Levell Disciplinary Proceeding shall be decided by the Senior 
Director of Operations upon the written recommendation of the 
Managing Director having responsibility for the Employee. Tbe 
Senior Director shall reduce such discipline to writing. 
3.	 The Authority may propose and implement, as appropriate, the 
following penalties pursuant to a Level I disciplinary proceeding: 
I.	 Letter of warning; 
II.	 Written reprimand; 
Ill.	 Fine or restitution not exceeding $100; 
IV.	 Loss of accrued time of not more than one workday; 
v.	 Any combination of the above. 
4.	 Local 698 or the Employee, may appeal the Level I disciplinary 
charges to the Executive Director or a designee of the Executive 
Director not involved in the initial determination of the Level I 
Grievance. The appeal must be made in \vriting within ten 
business days of receipt by the Employee of the written 
determination of the Senior Director of Operations. The appeal 
shall be conducted as an informal meeting with the Executive 
Director or designee and the Employee wherein the underlying 
merits of the disciplinary charges and/or the proposed penalty are 
discussed. The Employee may have representation by Local 698 at 
the meeting and may present those documents the Employee 
reasonably deems appropriate concerning the merits of the 
disciplinary charges. The meeting with the Executive Director or 
designee shall be held within 20 business days from receipt by the 
Executive Director of the appeal or at such later time as Local 698 
and the Executive Director or designee may agree. 
5.	 The Executive Director or designee may conduct slich 
investigations, as he or she may deem relevant before rendering a 
detennination on the Employee's appeal. 
6.	 The [~xecutive Director or designee may confirnl the Level I 
disciplinary charges in whole or in part; may dismiss the charges; 
and may sustain the proposed penalty or institute a different 
penalty provided the penalty is within the scope of the penalties 
authorized for Level 1 disciplinary proceedings in this Article. 
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7.	 The Employee shall have ten business days from receipt of the 
Executive Director's or designee's determination on the appeal to 
file with the Executive Director, if desired, a written response to 
the determination and a copy of that response shall be placed in the 
Employee's personnel file. 
8.	 There will be no appeal or review in any forum from the Executive 
Director or designee's determination in a Level I Disciplinary 
Proceeding. 
9.	 lbe Authority may only initiate a Level 1 disciplinary proceeding 
against the same Employee for the same offense once in a thirty­
six month period before the Authority is required to initiate 
disciplinary proceedings for the same offense pursuant to Section 
20.7 (b) of this Article. The Authority shall only initiate three 
Level I disciplinary proceedings against the same Employee for 
unrelated offenses within a tive-year period before the Authority is 
required to initiate any further disciplinary proceedings pursuant to 
Section 20.7 (b) of this Article for the subject five-year period. 
10.	 A Level 1 disciplinary proceeding letter of warning or reprimand 
shall be removed from Employee's personnel file after five years if 
within that period the Employee has not been counseled or 
disciplined upon the same ground. 
b.	 Level 2 Disciplinary Proceedings 
I .	 The Authority may institute Level 2 disciplinary proceedings 
against an Employee consistent with this Paragraph "b." relating to 
acts or omissions by the Employee constituting misconduct or 
incompetence. . 
2.	 A Level 2 disciplinary proceeding will commence with service of a 
notice of discipline on the Employee. 
1.	 Where service is by personal delivery, such service will be 
deemed complete upon delivery. If an Employee cannot 
reasonably be served by personal service, a copy may be 
served by mailing to the Employee's last provided home 
address and such service shall be deemed complete five 
business days after such mailing. Local 698 shall also be 
notified electronically or in writing of the service of 
charges on an Employee at the time the Employee is 
served. 
ii.	 The Level 2 notice of discipline served on the Employee 
will include: 
aa.	 A copy of the Employee Rights pursuant to this 
Article; and 
bb.	 A written notice of discipline setting forth the 
specific nature of the charges of misconduct or 
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incompetence and the kind of penalty sought; and 
ce.	 A copy of this Article. 
3.	 The Employee, with notice to Local 698. or Local 698 may object 
to a Level 2 notice of discipline by filing with the Executive 
Director or designee a written disciplinary grievance within 15 
business days of the Employee being served with a Level 2 notice 
of discipline. The disciplinary grievance must state whether the 
objection is to the charge. the facts alleged or to the proposed 
penalty. The timely filing of such disciplinary grievance shall 
constitute a demand for arbitration. The filing of such a 
disciplinary grievance shall be complete on: 
I.	 The date hand delivered to the Executive Director or 
designee; or, 
11.	 'rhe date of mailing by certi tied or registered mai I, return 
receipt or proof of delivery requested. The date of mailing 
shall be the date stamped on the official postal receipt 
provided by the U.S. Post Office for registered or certified 
mail and not any date stamped on the return receipt. Only if 
the official receipt for the registered or certified mail is 
produced undated by the U. S. Post Office. will the date of 
the postmark on the envelope that contained the grievance 
be acceptable. No other documentation or evidence of the 
date of such mailing will be acceptable. 
4.	 Any penally proposed in a Level 2 notice of discipline may not be 
implemented until: 
I.	 Local 698 or the Employee fails to file a disciplinary 
grievance within the fifteen (IS) business days of the 
service of the notice of discipline; or 
ii.	 I-laving filed a disciplinary grievance, Local 698 or the 
Employee elects not to pursue it in a timely manner; or 
III.	 The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary arbitrator or a 
different penalty is determined by the arbitrator to be 
appropriate; or 
IV.	 The matter is settled. 
5.	 Within ten (10) business days of receipt of a Disciplinary 
Grievance, the Executive Director or designee shall direct the 
Senior Director of Operations or his or her designee to initiate the 
Disciplinary Arbitration process consistent with the provisions of 
/\rticle 22: Arbitration of this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 21 
CONTRACT GRIEVANCES 
21.1 Policy 
In order to enjoy a hannonious and co~perative relationship between the 
Authority and its Employees, it is the declared policy of the Authority to provide 
for the settlement of differences concerning this Agreement through an orderly 
Contract Grievance Procedure and to assure Employees the right of adjusting 
Contract Grievances without fear of reprisal. Local 698 shall have the exclusive 
right to commence a Contract Grievance as defined in Section 21.2 of this Article 
on behalf of itself or any Employee. 
21 .2	 Contract Cmevance 
A Contract Grievance is a dispute concerning the interpretation, application or 
claimed violation of a specific tenn or provision of this Agreement, except that 
matters provided for by statute or administrative pracedures applicable to the 
Authority will not be considered Contract Grievances or subject to review by an 
arbitrator as provided in this Article 21. 
21.3	 Procedure Relating to Contract Grievances 
a.	 Step I of the Contract Grievance Process: 
1.	 A Contract Grievance shall be commenced by the submission of 
the alleged grievance in writing to the Authority's Senior Director 
of Operations not later than 30 business days after the date on 
which the act or omission giving rise to the alleged Contract 
Grievance occurred. Only a designated officer of Local 698 may 
initiate contract Grievances. The Contract Grievance shall identify 
the specific tenn or provisions of the Agreement alleged to have 
been violated and shall contain a short, plain statement of the 
nature of the grievance, the facts surrounding it, the names and 
positions of the individual Employees affected and the specific 
remedy sought. The date of initiation of the alleged Contract 
Grievance shall be the date on which the Senior Director of 
Operations, or designee, received the written Contract Grievance. 
,., . 
<..	 The Senior Director of Operations shall convene a meeting with 
Management's representatives (the appropriate supervisor and the 
appl icable Managing Director), the Local 698 President or 
designee and such other persons as the Senior Director of 
Operations detennines to be appropriate in an attempt to resolve 
the filed Contract Grievance. Such meeting \>,'ill be held within 
thirty (30) business days of the Authority'S receipt of the YtTitten 
grievance. Both Management's designated representatives and the 
President of Local 698 shall be given written notice of the time and 
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place for the meeting at least five (5) business days in' advance of 
the meeting and shall have a reasonable opportunity to present 
witnesses and documents in support of their respective positions 
concerning the Contract Grievance. Local 698'5 President and 
Management's representatives are required to make a concerted 
good faith effort to reach an amicable resolution of the Contract 
Grievance at this stage of the Contract Grievance process. The 
Senior Director of Operations may schedule additional follow-up 
meetings \vith the parties should the parties agree that such 
meetings could be reasonably expected to advance the potential 
resolution of the Contract Grievance. 
3.	 The Senior Director of Operations shall have the authority to 
determine that there has been no violation of the contract, sustain 
the grievance or negotiate an appropriate settlement of the 
grievance. lbe Senior Director of Operations shall reduce his 
decision to writing and a copy shall be provided to each party and 
to the Executive Director of the Authority. Such decision shall be 
rendered within thirty (30) business days of the date of the last 
meeting described in Section 21.3 (a)(2). 
b.	 Step 2 of the Contract Grievance Process: 
I.	 In the event that Local 698 does not accept the disposition of the 
Contract Grievance by the Senior Director of Operations at Stage 
I, the President of Local 698 may file a Demand for Arbitration in 
\"Titing with the Senior Director of Operations and provide a copy 
to the Executive Director. The Demand for Arbitration must be 
filed within 20 business days of receipt by Local 698 of the Senior 
Director of Operations' Stage I determination and shall identify 
the grievance involved, the specific term or provisions of the 
Agreement alleged to have been violated, and the specific remedy 
sought. 
2.	 The Demand for Arbitration shall be referred by the Senior 
Director of Operations for processing consistent with the 
provisions set forth in Article 22: Arbitration oftms Agreement. 
c.	 In no event shall there be relief on a Contract Grievance for any act or 
omission that occurred more than thirty business days before the Contract 
Grievance was filed with the Senior Director of Operations. 
d.	 All time limits set forth in this Article may be waived by mutual 
agreement of the parties. 
e.	 Working or business days shall mean Monday through Friday, excluding 
holidays officially recognized by the Authority, unless otherwise specified 
in this Agreement. 
f.	 Local 698 may withdraw a Contract Grievance at any time provided that 
any such withdrawal is in writing and filed with the Senior Director of 
Operations 
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g.	 Any resolution reached on a Contract Grievance will constitute precedent 
only if the President of Local 698 and the Executive Director agree that 
such resolution will have such effect. 
ARTICLE 22 
ARBITRATION 
22.1	 Local 698 and the Authority jointly agree to the creation of a panel of arbitrators 
to serve as arbitrators during the term of this Agreement and thereafter until a 
successor agreement is negotiated for the resolution of grievances pursuant to 
Articles 20 and 21 of this Agreement. The panel of arbitrators is attached as 
Appendix F to thjs Agreement and shall be administered by the Senior Director of 
Operations or his or her designee. Assignment of an arbitrator to a specific 
grievance shall be by rotation among the panel of arbitrators. An arbitrator may 
be removed immediately from the panel upon mutual agreement of both parties or 
demand by either party. The removed arbitrator shall be replaced within sixty 
days by another arbitrator appointed by mutual agreement of the parties. 
22.2	 All fees and expenses of the arbitrator, if any, shall be divided equally between 
the Authority and Local 698 (or the Employee if in a disciplinary arbitration the 
Employee is not represented by Local 698). Each party shall bear the cost of 
preparing and presenting its own case. Either party may at its own expense obtain 
a transcript at arbitration and shall furnish a copy to the arbitrator and to the other 
party. 
22.3	 Arbitrations, pursuant to this Article, shall be held at offices of the Authority 
where practicable. 
22.4	 Arbitrators shall conduct a hearing on any assigned grievance after being 
assigned. Each party to the grievance is to be provided a reasonable opportunity 
to examine and cross-examine ""itnesses and present evidence. The arbitrator's 
written decision shall be rendered within thirty business days of the close of the 
hearing, or within such other period as may have been mutually agreed to by the 
parties. The arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding upon the parties and 
not subject to further review or appeal to any forum, except as provided under 
Article 75 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules. 
22.5	 Arbitrator's Authority 
a.	 Contract grievance arbitrators shall have the authority to sustain or deny 
the contract grievance. 
b.	 Disciplinary arbitrators shall confine themselves to detemlinations of guilt 
or innocence of the charges set forth in the notice of discipline and the 
appropriateness of proposed penalties. Disciplinary arbitrators shall also 
have the authority to review the Authority's basis for all or part of the 
suspension without pay of an Employee instituted pursuant to Section 20.7 
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of this Article. 
c. All arbitrators shall have the authority to resolve a claimed failure to 
follow the procedural provisions of this Article or Article 21, including, 
but not limited to, the timeliness of the filing of the grievance. 
d. All arbitrators shall not add to. subtract from nor modify the provisions of 
this Agreement. 
e. All arbitrators shall confine themselves to the precise issue submitted for 
arbitration and will have no authority to determine any other issues not so 
submitted, nor will the arbitrator submit observations or declarations of 
opinion which are not essential in reaching the determination. 
f. Disciplinary arbitrators shall not consider the fact that the Authority has 
temporarily reassigned an Employee rather than suspending the Employee 
without pay for any purpose. 
g. All arbitrators \vill have the authority to devise an appropriate remedy 
and/or penalty including an increase or decrease in the penalty sought by 
the Authority, but limited to a penalty which the Authority could have 
proposed. 
b. Disciplinary arbitrators may consider the Employee's entire record of 
employment \\lith the Authority with respect to the appropriateness of the 
penalty to be imposed. 
J. If either party raises an issue of arbitrability, the arbitrator must determine 
arbitrability before proceeding to a hearing on the merits of the claim. 
J. All arbitrators shall provide a copy of their decisions in writing to the 
parties. 
ARTICLE 23 
EMPLOYEE OPPORTUNITIES 
As new permanent positions are created and existing positions become vacant, the 
Authority ,",ill provide Employees 14 calendar days notice of any position to be filled. 
The notice will be provided on the Authority's Intranet and will include the description of 
the positions proposed to be filled and the qualifications for the positions. 
ARTICLE 24 
PROBATION 
24. I Alter the effective date of this Agreement, a probationary term of no less than 26 
weeks must be successfully served by any Employee appointed to any position. 
24.2	 The probationary term starts on the first day the Employee starts work in the 
position for which a probationary tem1 is required to be served. 
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24.3	 An Employee's probationary term may be extended once for another 26 week 
period to a total of 52 weeks upon the prior approval of the Managing Director of 
the Division in which the position belongs and the approval of the Executive 
Director or his designee. 
24.4	 If the probationary Employee's job performance is unsatisfactory, their 
appointment may be terminated at any time after eight weeks and before 
completion of the probation period. 
24.5	 If the probationary Employee's conduct is unsatisfactory, their appointment may 
be terminated at any time during the probationary period. 
24.6	 If a probationary Employee is absent from their position because of an approved 
leave greater than a total of five days, the probationary period's minimum and 
maximum periods shall be extended by the period(s) of such approved leave(s). 
24.7	 Unapproved leaves by a probationary Employee shall be considered as time 
served in the probationary period. 
24.8	 An Employee serving a probationary period shall not be covered by Article 21: 
Discipline, or Article 26: Job Security of this Agreement with respect to the 
probationary position. Additionally, an Employee serving a probationary period 
shall not be covered by the provisions of Article 20: Contract Grievance for 
matters related to their probationary performance. 
24.9	 An Employee who has successfully completed the probationary period in a 
position and who is appointed to another probationary position, wil1 be entitled to 
return to the former position: 
a.	 If the Employee requests such reinstatement within the first eight weeks of 
the probationary period; or 
b.	 If the Authority determines that the Employee will not satisfactorily 
complete probation. 
24.10	 A probationary Employee shall receive written notice of the fact that he or she has 
not satisfactorily passed probation. 
24.11	 An Employee. who seeks reinstatement Lo their prior position at the Authority 
after resigning from the Authority, shall serve a new probationary period in that 
position. 
24.12	 An Employee. who is laid off from the Authority and recalled to the same 
position within one year, shall not be required to serve another probationary 
period if the Employee had successfully completed probation for that position 
prior to being laid off. 
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ARTICLE 25 
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
The Authority shall grant any Employee unemployment benefits which shall be 
the equivalent of those to which the Employee would be entitled if the Authority were a 
participating employer pursuant to the Unemployment Insurance Law of the State of New 
York. 
ARTICLE 26 
JOB SECURITY 
26.1	 Lavoff Procedure 
a.	 Sequence: In the event of a reduction in the work force in a Job Title 
within the bargaining unit, the Employee within the affected Job Title with 
the least service seniority shall be the first laid off. Service Seniority is 
defined in Section 26.2. 
b.	 Bumping Rights: An Employee who is laid off shall be entitled to 
displace ("bump") an Employee in an equal or lower Job Title within the 
bargaining unit, provided the Employee has more service seniority than 
the Employee being bumped and the Employee meets the minimum 
qualifications of the equal or lower Job Title. An Employee who is 
humped shall be entitled to bump an Employee in an equal or lower Job 
Title within the bargaining unit in like fashion as set forth above until the 
last Employee eligible to bump another Employee has had the opportunity 
to do so. 
c.	 Notice of Layoff: The Authority shall provide an Employee who is to be 
laid ofT with written notice of the layoff at least thirty calendar days prior 
to the effective date of the layoff. If not, the Authority shall pay the 
Employee the equivalent of one day's pay at the Employee's daily rate of 
pay for each day of notice short of the thirty-day notice requirement. 
d.	 Insurance Benefits: An Employee who has been laid off shall remain 
digible to receive all of the benefits provided in Article II of this 
Agreement for a period of one year following such layoff. Such benefits 
shall be provided at the Authority's expense to the same extent as if the 
Employee had not been laid off. Thereafter, such Employee may continue 
in such plans at the Employee's own expense for the period allowed by 
applicable law. 
26.2	 Employee Service Senioritv 
a.	 EmplOyee service scniority will be determined in the event of a lay-off of 
Employees by the Authority as follows: . 
I.	 For Employees other than those who were in a Field 
Representative Job Title at the Authority on April 1,2003: 
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1.	 Service seniority shall be first determined by the length of 
continuous service with the Authority. 
1I.	 In the event that application of Section 26.2(a)(l)(i) is 
insufficient to resolve the relative service seniority of all 
Employees holding the affected Job Title, the service 
seniority of the remaining Employees holding the affected 
Job Title shall be determined by ascertaining the length of 
continuous service with the Authority and with the State of 
New York. For purposes of this Art.icle. service with the 
State of New York shall include service with any entity that 
was a participating Employer in the New York State and 
Local Employees' Retirement System (ERS) at the time of 
the service and the number of years of service shall be 
those years of service determined by the ERS consistent 
with its rules and regulations to be creditable to the 
Employee. The Employee holding the affected Job Title 
having the greater length of combined continuous service 
wi~h the Authority and with the State of New York shall be 
deemed more senior than the remaining affected 
Employees and so on. 
2.	 For Employees serving in any of the Field Representative Job 
Titles at the Authority on or before Aprill, 2003: 
I.	 Service seniority is determined by ascertaining the length 
of continuous service with the Authority measured from 
April I, 2003. The Employee in the affected Job Title with 
the most continuous service with the Authority shall be 
deemed the most senior Employee. 
ii.	 In the event of equal lengths of continuous service with the 
Authority measured from April L 2003. the most senior 
Employee in the affected Job Title will be determined by 
the length of continuous service with the Authority in any 
capacity and then by service with the State of New York as 
defined in Section 26.2(a)(l)(ii). 
b.	 Notwithstanding Subsection (a) and for the purpose of this Agreement, an 
Employee on an unpaid leave of absence for a period of six months or less 
shall continue to accrue seniority. Thereafter, no seniority shall accrue 
until the Employee retums to work at the Authority. 
26.3	 Recall Rights 
a.	 An Employee who is laid off shall have the following rights of recall, 
which shall be applicable to any Frr or LF/T Employee layoff by the 
Authority. and shall extend for a period of one year following the effective 
date of the layoff. 
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b. Recall to Same Job Title within the Bargaining Unit: When there is a 
vacancy or an increase in the workforce in the Job Title within the 
Bargaining Unit from which an Employee has been laid off, the Authority 
shall first recall the Employee who was in the affected Job Title within the 
Bargaining Unit with the most service seniority. This process shall be 
followed until a recaJled Employee accepts the available position or until 
each laid otT Employee who was within the affected Job Title within the 
Bargaining Unit has been notified of the recall, whichever occurs first. 
c. Recall to a Different Job Title within the Bargaining Unit: When there is a 
vacancy in a new or an existing Job Title within the bargaining unit. the 
Authority shaH tlrst offer the position to the laid off Employee with the 
most service seniority, provided the Employee meets the minimum 
qualifications of the Job Title. This process shall be followed until the 
position is tilled in accordance with this Agreement, or until each laid off 
Employee has been notified of the recall. whichever first occurs. 
d. Notice of Recall: 'T'he Authority shall notify the recaHed Employee of the 
available position by giving written notice thereof. Such notice will be 
given by registered or certified mail with return receipt requested, to the 
Employee's last address as it appears in the records of the Authority. If the 
recalled Employee does not respond within fourteen calendar days of 
receipt of the notice, either in person or in writing,. or if the Employee 
declines' to accept the position, the Employee shall be deemed to have 
resigned. 
e. Change of Address: /\ laid off Employee must notify the Authority of any 
change of address or telephone number. 
ARTICLE 27 
BENEFITS GUARANTEED 
All existing rules. regulations, practices, benefits and general working conditions 
previously provided and allowed by the Authority, unJess specifically excluded by this 
Agreement. shall remain in full force and effect, provided, however, that this Agreement 
shall be construed consistently with the free exercise of rights reserved to the Authority by 
Article 5 of this Agr(~ement. 
ARTICLE 28 
CONCLUSION OF COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS 
This Agreement is the entire agreement between the Authority ,md Local 698 
tenninatcs all prior agreements and understandings and concludes all collective 
negotiations during its term except as specifically set forth in Article 29 of this Agreement. 
During th<:: tcnn of this Agreement. neither party will unilaterally seek to modify its tenns 
through legislation or any other means. The parties agree to support jointly any legislation 
or administrative action necessary to implement the provisions of this Agreement. The 
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parties acknowledge that except as otherwise expressly provided herein, they have fully 
negotiated with respect to the terms and conditions of employment and have settled them 
for the term of this Agreement in accordance with the provisions thereof. 
ARTICLE 29
 
SEVERABILITY
 
In the event that any article, section or portion of this Agreement is found to be 
invalid by a decision of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction or shall have the effect of loss 
to the Authority of funds made available through federal law, then such specific article, 
section or portion specified in such decision or having such effect shall be of no force and 
effect, but the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. Upon the 
issuance of such a decision or the issuance of a ruling having such effect of loss of federal 
funds, then either party shall have the right immediately to reopen negotiations with respect 
to a substitute for such article, section or portion of this Agreement involved. The parties 
agree to use their best efforts to contest any such loss of federal funds that may be 
threatened. 
ARTICLE 30
 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
 
The term of this Agreement shall become effective on April 1, 2007, and shaH 
remain effective through March 31, 2011, and for such further period as may be agreed 
upon by both parties. All terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement shall remain in 
full force and etIect until the parties have executed a new agreement. 
ARTICLE 31
 
AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS
 
It is agreed that the Authority will use its best efforts to secure funds to carry out 
fully the terms of this Agreement. However, if funds are not available to the Authority to 
carry out the terms of this Agreement, the Authority shall carry out such portion of this 
Agreement as may be agreed upon between the Authority and Local 698, and failure to 
agree shall be deemed a Contract Grievance within the meaning of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 32
 
LABOR/MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
 
The Authority and Local 698 shall establish Labor Management Committees to 
meet and confer in good faith on matters of mutua] interest with regard to issues 
identified by Employees and the Authority. 
Each Committee shall consist of three designees of the Authority and three 
designees of Local 698. 
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The Authority designees shall meet with Local 698 designees at mutually agreed 
upon times to discuss and attempt to resolve matters of mutual concern. At the request of 
the other party, each party shall submit a written agenda at least fourteen (14) business 
days in advance of the meeting. Meetings shall be held at least quarterly, subject to the 
agenda for any such meeting having been mutually agreed upon in advance. 
The topics for these Committees may include, but will not be limited to health 
care and other insurance benefits, prevention of workplace/domestic violence, and return 
to work/transitional programs. 
The results of a labor/management meeting held pursuant to this Article shall not 
contravene any term or provision of this Agreement or exceed the authority of the 
management at the level at which the meeting occurs and shall not be subject to the 
provisions of Articles 21 and 22, Grievance and Arbitration Procedure. 
ARTICLE 33
 
APPROVAL OF THE LEGISLATURE
 
33.1	 IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 204-A OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' 
FAIR EMPLOYMENT ACT, IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING 
LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTAnON BY 
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS 
THEREFOR SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRlATE 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
33.2	 All other provisions set forth in this Agreement shall become binding upon the 
execution of this Agreement by the Authority and Local 698. Neither the Authority 
nor Local 698 shall refuse to execute this Agreement because the approvals referred 
to in Section 33.1 have not yet been obtained. 
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be 
signed by their respective representatives. 
LOCAL 698 OF THE CIVIL SERVICE DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF 
F.MPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC. THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
By$~_ 
President 
I)ate~__'lL_3_0_1~_·' ..~_ 
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APPENDIX "A"
 
Schedule A - CSEA Titles generated as of 4-16-08 
B D E F 
1 ,nt Job Title Classification , Org Level 1 Org Level 4 
Para & Entry Level Prof iConstruCtion Construction Reporting 
Accountant ,.. -p'ara~&""E:ntry Level Prof .Construction ,Construction Reporting 
14 Accountant2 
3 
.. "-----_.". ~_." 
4 Accountant iPara & Entry Level Prof Executive rBUdget~ -t~_..,,- -", • 
Accountant 'Para & Entry Level Prof Executive iBudget 
6 Accountant IPara & Entry Level Prof Finance & Info. Services IAccounts Payable 
7 
5 
Para &Entry Level Prof Finance & Info. Services iAccounts Payable 
.Accountant 
Accountant 
Para &Entry Level Prof 'Finance B.'lnfo.Services Accounts Payable 8 
,Accountant '82 Para & Entry Level Prof;Finance & Info. Services Accounts Payable 9 
iAccountant ~'B2 Para &Entry Level Prof ;Finance & Info. Services 'Accounts Payable 10 
[Accountant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iFinance & Info. Services !Accounts Payable ! 1 
i2 iAccountant 82 Para &Entry Level Prof IFinance &~Info. Services jFinandal Management 
tAccountant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iFinance & Info. Services IF'inandal Management 13 
14 Accountant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof 'Finance & Info, Services Investments 
Accountant 82 ,Para & Entry Level Prof -Finance & Info. Services Investments15 
16 28· Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof ;Construction C S Administration 
Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof ~ Construction Construction Contracts 17 
Administrative Assistant 82 ·Para & Entry Level Prof 'Construction Construction Contracts 18 
Administrative ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof .Construction ·Construction Contracts 19 
:Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof ,Construction 'css AdministrationW 
]1 Administrative Assistant 82 Para &Entry Level Prof 'Construction CUNY 
Admmistrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction CUNY?2 
}3 Admintstrative ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction CUNY 
,:4 Administrative Assistant 62 ·Para & Entry Level Prof .Construction 'CUNY 
AdministratIVe ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction NYC Courts 25 
Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 'NYC Courts 26 
'7 Admintstrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction NYC Programs 
'8 
:9 Administrative ASSistant 82 Para &Entry level Prof Construction Project Administration 
iO .Adrnlf1lstrahve Assistant 82 Para &Entry Level Prof Construction Project Administration 
Admtnistralive ASSistant 82 ·Para &Entry Level Prof 'Construction Quality Assurance Admin 11 
t,dmmistratlve ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate ~2 
r'\dmlnistrative ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate ~3 
~4 ,t..drnmlstrative ASSistant 82 Para &Entry Level Prof Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 
r'\dministratlve Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction ,StatewideFac - Upstate 
Adrnmistrative Assistant 82 Para &Entry Level Prof Construction Statewide Fac Downstate 
17 /\dministrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iConstruction Statewide Fac, Downstate 
38 r'ldmmistrative ASSistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iConstruction Statewide Fae, Downstate 
39 
~6 
Administrative Assistant 82 ,Para & Entry Level Prof •Construction 'Statewide Fae. Downstate 
10 Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Bldg Services-Albany i 
11 Administrative Assistant :82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Environmental Affairs 
12 Administrative Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive •Environmental Affairs 
13 Admlntstratlve Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof •Finance & Info Services ;Finarice~Administration 
>-_._--_._-------_._. __ ._---_.~._~~- ,,---,,-,,~- -,","",_.­
1 Analyst FMS 83 Professional [FTnance &~ Info Services Applications Support 
15 
14 
5 ArchItect 84 Sr Professional •Construction 'NYC Programs 
16 Architect 84 Sr Professional 'Construction ·NYC Programs 
l7 Architect B4 Sr Professional .Construction iQAStatewide Programs 
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1 
'8 
'9 
50 
51 
52 
53 
)4 
55 
)6 
)7 
58 
59 
50 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
59 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
BCD E F 
... ...nt Job Title L~G Classification Org Level 1 I Org Level 4 
Archltect--" IB4 ;S':ProfesSlonal !Construction lOA Statewide Programs 
Arch.itect . ---184" [SrProfessional JExecutive 'IExecUiive-6Irectlon'­
L 
'Executive ICommunication5l'AssocMgr, Com-8.Mkti (o1T)--+s5-'- !IMMaannaaggeefr 0o"rrEE'q~UUII~vvaall-eenntt 
21Associate Counsel :B5 'Counsel- ICounsef~ I . __ ._ _.__ _. ," --.. ~"'" .... "._----~ 
'Associate Counsel .85 IManager or Equivalent 'Counsel counseJI1;AsstSldg Control Tech 82 \pa-,:a8.Entiy LevelProrlExecutive ·Bldg Services-Albany 
+ ... , _ .... ~" "" 
. 2 fAsst Construction Analyst lB2 Para & Entry Level_Prof ;~~~~lru~j~~ 'Construction Contracts
 
.iAsst"Construction Analyst j82 Para & Entry Level Prof iConstruction Facility Management
 
1'Asst Dir~ ConstFund Acct 185 'Manager or Equivalent JConstruction Construction Reporting
 
1IAsst Dir, Cost Control tS5 1Ma'na96rOr Equivalent - iConsiiU-Ciion •ConstContAdmin
 
" 1 'Asst' oir, Financial-Mgt -\S5 iFinancial Management 
, . __ _..... I 
1 Asst Oil'. Financings rB5 ·······j·~~~~:~~;-~~0:::~: (~;~~~~;+~~~: }::::. 
f'" . 
3 Asst Dir, Information Sys '85 ·Manager or Equivalent 'Finance & Info. Services j~~~;::~:.~~~~".t 
· ~,,~ 
Asst Oir, Information Sys B5 1Manager or Equivalent Finance & Info Services I'nfrastruclure
 
Asst Dir. Information SysB5 :Manager or Equivalent 'Finance &lnfo~SeiViCes flnternetnntranet
 
l'Asst Dir, Public Finance '85 .. !Manager or Equivalent pubiicFln8.porfMonitor tpubiiCFinance

1'Assfbir. R'lskMgt & Safe :B5 :Manager or Equivalent iExecutive 1.·Risk Management & Safety 
1 Asst Interior Designer B2 Para & Entry Level Prof ;Construction Interior Design 
l'Ass! 6fficeManager iB2 :Para & Entry Level Prof': Executive Client Outreach & NYC Ope 
~.~_~" ...... --, ..._---_.,.,"- - : __·m_". 
1:r'.~~t_?pp.~r~~~Analyst IS2 Para & EnlJy level Prof ;Executive __ 'Opportunity Programs 
4,Asst Project Manager 182 Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 1c<><:te Compliance 
·Asst P-roject Manager IB2 iPara & Entry level Prof' •Construction !JOC's 
·Asst Project Manager 182 Ipara & El"Itr!Le~~~~f~COn~!l1:'ction !jProject Adrninist~tion 
'Asst Project Manager IBi ;Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
).. "-'" _ . ............... 'l~~l~~~:ac. - Upstate 
4' Asst PurChasing Coord 182 i Para & Entry Level Prof Construction
·f..··· .. : ..-

Asst Purchasing coord'i32 :Para & Entry Level Prof .Construction .:PurChasing
 
Asst Purchasing Coord :B2 . ipara 8. EntrY Level Prof '6:>nS!fuction iPurchasing 
Asst Purchasing Coord -';'82 'Para 8. Entry Level Prof 'construciion rPurc"hasing 
.-.~~ .--_ ,­
1 'Building Control Tech 83 ·Professional iExecutive ,Bldg Services-Albany
, ~.......... ~-
1iBuilding Manager !84 TS-':Professional Executive iBldg Services-Albany3: BUilding Svcs Assistant 181 Clerical Executive ;Bldg Services-Albany 
!8uilding Svcs Assistant B1 Clerical 'Executive Bldg Servlces~Albany 
Building Svcs Assistant 1S1' Clerical t Executive Client Outreach & NYC Ope 
5 'Building Technician 181 Clerical Executive ,Bldg"SeiVices:Alba-ny 
·BUildingTechnlclan B1 Clerical Executive 'Bidg Services-Albany 
Building Technician .B1 ,Clerical;Executive Bldg Services~Aliiany, 
_.- ._ _ _ . 
Building TechnicianS1 ;Clerical iExecutive Building Services-Delmar 
·Building Technician B1 ·Clerical .Executive :Client Outreacn & NYC Ope 
7; Claims Analyst B4 Sr Professional 'Construction iConstruction Contracts 
Claims Analyst '84 Sf' Professional Construction ,ConstructionContracls 
Claims Analyst 84 ;Sr Professional Conslruction Construction Contracts 
Claims Analyst 84 lSr Professional :ConstructlOn 1ConstructionCoritracts 
t·-~_· ,,- -. -1.­
;Claims Analyst 184 i Sr Professional f Construction iConstructio"nContracls 
._,--_......... \'" .
 Construction Contra'-c1'c~s--'" ·--'1 
'I!ClalmsAnalyst 184 Sr Professional ,Construction 
_.._-_._--_. "-" j 
Claims Analysl !B4 --!_~! Profe~i~".al J~~"..struction -[COnstruction Contracts
- ~ -. ~ ~ .-~.-- ..__..--­
2. Code Administrator 83 Professional 'Construclion iCode CompUance 
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8 D	 E F 
Org Level 4 
ICode Compliance 
ICommunications 
Infrastructure
 
C S Administration
 
Construction Technology
 
CUNY
 
NYC Health & Hosp" Corp
 
:Ouality Assurance Admin
 
Opportunity Programs
 
Construction Technology
 
Project Administration
 
iConstruction Technology
 
Construction Technology
 
Term Contract Administrat
 
Construction Contracts
 
PS Cant Negotiation & Adm
 
PS Cont Negotiation & Adm
 
·PS Cont Negotiation & Adm
 
Technical Support
 
'Office Automation
 
·Code Compliance
 
Code Compliance
 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp.
 
NYC Health & Hosp Corp~
 
·NYC Health & Hasp. Corp.
 
NYC Programs 
·NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
'NYC Programs 
QA Statewide Programs 
QA Statewide Programs 
·QA Statewide Programs 
·QA Statewide Programs 
QA Statewide Programs 
QA StateWide Programs 
QA Statewide Programs 
Enllironmental Affairs 
Environmental Affairs 
Enwonmental Affairs 
Code Compliance 
;Code Compliance 
;Code Compliance 
;Facility Management 
1Facility Management 
Facility Management 
Facility Management 
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Job Title 
Code Administrator 
1 Communications Specialist 
1 Compliance Officer 
6 Construction Analyst 
Construction Analyst
 
Construction Analyst
 
Construction Analyst
 
Construction Analyst
 
Construction Analyst
 
2 Construction Svcs Spec 
Construction Svcs Spec 
2" Construction Systems Coor 
Construction Systems Coor 
5	 Contract Admin (OfT)
 
Contract Administrator
 
Contract Administrator
 
Contract AdmiOistrator
 
.Contrac1 Administrator
 
Database Administrator
 
1 E-Mail Speaalist
 
16 Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
E:ngineer 
·Englneer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engl/leer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engmeer 
Engineer 
Engtneer 
Engmeer 
3 Environmental Manager 
'Environmental Manager 
Environmental Manager 
3 EnVIronmental Specialist 
Enllironmental Specialist 
EnVlfonOlental Specialist 
2 Fac Management Spec 
Fac Management Spec 
1 Facilities Mgt Sys Mgr 
1 Facility Mgt Technician 
SG 
83 
82 
I 
84 
83 
83 
·83 
83 
83 
83 
82 
82 
'B4 
84 
83 
83 
83 
83 
83 
83 
83 
84 
84 
B4 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
B4 
'84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
83 
83 
83 
82 
82 
B4 
81 
Classification 
i Professional
· .""",,.- -­
Para & Entry Level Prof 
·Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
IProfessional 
·Para & Entry Lellel Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Sr ProfeSSional 
Sr Professional 
ProfeSSional 
·Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
ProfeSSional 
·Sr Professional
 
Sr ProfeSSional
 
Sr Professional
 
i Sr Professional
 
·Sf Professional
 
·Sr Professional
 
Sr Professional
 
Sr Professional
 
Professional 
Sr ProfeSSional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ProfeSSional 
Sr Professional 
Sf Professional 
Sr ProfeSSIOnal 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
·Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Sr Professional 
Clencal 
Org Level 1 
Construction 
Executive 
Finance & Info. Services 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
;Construction 
Construct'ion 
'Execuhve 
Construction 
.Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Conslruction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Finance & Info Services 
Finance & Info. Services 
Construcllon 
Construction 
:Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construcltan 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
.Construction 
Construction 
Executive 
Executive 
Executive 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
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8 C D E F 
1 
40 
.ltr Job Title 
····21Fleld RepresentatiVel-­
SG 
.._--r;:;­
182 
Classification , Org Level 1 
, I 
jPara-a,·Entry Level Prof "Construction 
I Org Level 4 
[Statewide Fac;. ~ Upstate 
41 ! Field Representative I 
I· 
182 Para&EntryCever Prof IConstfuctio·n' 1Statewide Fac. -Upstate 
42 
43 
39 i Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
183 
183-·· 
IProfessional 
ProfessiOnal 
;Construction 
Construction 
[CUNY-·­
!CUNY 
44 Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction 'CUNY 
45 Field Representative II ,83 Professional 
. 
Construction Project Administration 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
FIeld Representative II 
. ~!Field Representative II 
Field Representative \I 
:FieWRepresentative-11 
Field Representative II 
" __________ .•__",_________H"____ 
Field Representative \I 
83 
83 
83 
83 
:83 
·i83 
I 
-
Professional 
'Professional 
~""- ~ -~ ._--­ -
iProfessional 
,Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
I Construction 
I 
iConstruction 
0._. ___" ___ .,,__ ___ 
IConstruction 
I~· 
1~:~:;;~ 
iConstruction 
StateWide Fac.. Upstate. 
Statewide Fac.• Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
·Statewide Fac.• Upstate 
Statewide Fae.• Upstate 
52 Field Representative 83 Professional 'Construction Statewide Fac . Upstate 
53 Field Representative 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 
54 Field Representative 83 Professional iConstruction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
55 Field Representaltve 63 Professional .Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 
56 Field RepresentatlYe '83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 
57 Field Representative 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
58 Field Representative 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
59 Field Representative \I 183 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
60 Field Representative II 83 Professional •Construction ,Statewide Fac - Upstate 
61 Field Representative" ;83 Professional rConstruction 'Statewide Fac . Upstate 
62 Field Representative 11 IS3 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
63 Field Representative 11 183 I Professional 'Construction Statewide Fae. - Upstate 
64 Field Representative \I ,83 Professional Construction :Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
55 Field Representative II 
-
'83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
66 Field Representative 1/ 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
67 Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.• Upstate 
68 Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
69 Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.• Upstate 
70 Field Representative /I 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac: - Upstate 
71 Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac.• Upstate 
72 Fjeld Representative II 83 ProfeSSional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
73 Field Representative /I 83 jProfessional -Construction ·Statewide Fac. Downstate 
74 Field Representative" 83 iProfessional 'Construction •Statewide Fac. Downstate 
75 Field Representative II ,63 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
76 Field Representative" '83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
77 ;Field Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
78 ,FJeld Representative II 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
79 Field Represenlalive II B3 Professional :Construction StateWide Fae. Downstate 
Field Representative II 
r 
!B3 Professional 'Construction ·Statewide Fae. Downstate 
44 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Code Compliance 
Field Representative JlI 84 • ~ Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
FieldRepresentative JlI 84 :Sr ProfeSSional Construction CUNY 
Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
Field Representative 111 B4 Sr Professional Cons/ruction CUNY 
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~J .It, Job Title I Classification Org Level 1 Org Level 4 
~6 Field Representative III .Sr Professional 'Construction :CUNY 
37 Field Representative III Sr Professional iConstruction CUNY 
38 ;Field Representative III Sr Professional iConstruction CUNY 
39 Field Representative III Sr Professional 'Construction CUNY 
Xl Field Representative III Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
)1 Field Representatl'"e III Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
~2 Field Representative III Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
33 Field Representative III Sr Professional ;Construction CUNY 
34 '1= ieidRepresentative~ III ~B4 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
:15 Field Representative III 184 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
36 FIeld Representative III 184 ,Sr Professional Construction NYC Courts 
}7 Field Representative III :84 Sr Professional :Construction NYC Courts 
:=18 Field Representative 111 84 Sr Professional Construction NYC Health &Hosp Corp 
)9 FIeld Representative III 84 Sr ProfeSSional Construction NYC Health &Hosp. Corp 
)0 Field Representative III B4 Sr Professional Construction NYC Health &Hosp. Corp 
)1 Field Representative III 84 Sf Professional Construction NYC Health & Hasp. Corp 
J2 FJeld Representative III 84 Sf Professional Construction NYC Health & Hosp Corp 
)3 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction NYC Health & Hosp Corp 
)4 held Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction StatewIde Fac - Upstate 
)5 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac . Upstate 
86 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction :Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
:17 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac . Upstate 
08 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac . Upstate 
09 Field Representative Iii 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 
10 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate 
11 held Representative III B4 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac . Upstate 
12 Field Representative III 84 Sr ProfeSSional Construction Statewide Fae . Upstate 
13 Field Representalive III 84 Sr Professional Construction StatewIde Fac Downstate 
14 F:leld Representative III 84 Sr ProfeSSional Construction StateWIde Fac Downstate 
15 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
16 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac Downstate 
17 Field Representative III B4 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
18 Field Representative III 84 iSr Professional Construction 'Statewide Fac Downstate 
-
19 FIeld Representative III 84 Sr ProfeSSIOnal Con5t ruction Statewide Fac Downstate 
20 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction ;Statewide Fac. Downstate 
rreid Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac Downstate 
22 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction StateWide Fac Downstate 
23 Field Representative III 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac Downstate 
24 Field Representative III 84 Sr ProfeSSional Construction StateWide Fac Downstate 
i2t3 ')~ ~~ [ ... 
2 Field Representative IV 
FIeld Representative IV 
2 File Clerk 
File Clerk 
1 Fin Sys App Spec 
85 
85 
81 
B1 
82 
Manager or Equivalent 
Manager or EqUivalent 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Construclton 
Construction 
Executive 
Executive 
Finance & Info Services 
CUNY 
Statewide Fac . Upstate 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Finance Operations 
,2 F"inance Clerk 81 :Clenc<'ll Executive Budget 
Finance Clerk 81 Clencal Executive Budget 
Pag~ ~ 
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D E F 
Job Title 
8 
Classification Or9 level 1 Org Level .. 1 ..nt 
32 Finance Clerk Clerical IExecutive IBudget 
• uu_••._ _ ' .',•• 
Finance Clerk Clerical .. IFina~& Illfo.SerVices iAccounts Payable 
'Finance Clerk '-;clerical" lFinance & Info. Services [Accounts Payable 
33 
34 
35 'Finance Clerk :Cferical fFinance& Info. Services ~Accounts Payable 
36 iFinance Clerk !Clerical ;Fillance&IIl'foServices ·Accounts Payable 
37 jFinance Clerk 181 iClerical [Finance & Info. Services :Financial Management 
38 !Finance Clerk ! 8 1 iClerical •Finance & Info, Services rFin~ndaiMallagement 
39 Finance Clerk 81 IClerical 'Finance &-jn10. Services _l~in~ncia' Ma-nagement 
40 IFinance Clerk 181	 IClerical Finance & Info. Services . .l!,nv:st~:n~s 
'ClericaITFlnance-&lnfo.-services jIlwestrn:nls41 tFinance Clerk .. 8 1 
42 1 iFinancial Analyst 83 Professional ;pubffcFin 8. Port Monitor I' ~~t)Jjc Finance 
43 B'Financial SeNices Asst h32 "Para&EntryLevejprof !Executive .. Budget 
,., .' j 
'Financial SerVices Ass! 82 :Para & Entry Level Prof IFinance & Info. Services Accounts Payable 44 
Financial SeNices Asst 82 Para & Entry Level Prof: Finance & Info. Services .. Financial Management 45 
46 iFinancial Services Asst 82	 (Para & Entry Level Prof IFinance & Info. Services Financial Management I . . .' . . '. , . . . _ .
 
iFinancial Services Asst ,82 .. Para & Entry Level Prof .Finance & Info. Services Financial Management
 47 
Financial Services Asst '82 Para & Entry Level Prof Finance & Info. Services Financial Management 
i FinancIal Services Asst ;B2 Para & Entry Level Prof Finance & Info. Services Financial Management 
48 
49 
iFinancial SeNices Asst t 82 'Para & Entry Level Prof Finance & Info. Services Financial Management 50 
2 iIntenor Designer 83 'ProfessiOnal Construction Interior Design 51 
: Interior -Designer '83 Professional Construction Interior Design 
53 4 tLegaiAssistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof Counsel Counsel 
52 
'Legal Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof 'Counsel	 Counsel54 
55 Legal Assistant 82	 Para & Entry Level Prof :Counsel Counsel 
~ ~~~ __ 0_'_' ~ j 
:Legal Assistant 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iCounsel	 Counsel56 
.... 
21Mail Clerk	 81 'Clericaf-jExecutive Bldg Services-Albany 57 
58 Mail Clerk 81 [Clerical Executive 'Clieni6utreach &NYC; Ope 
3'Manager. Accounting B4 iSr Professional 'Finance &info: Services Accounts Payable 
60 ,Manager, Accounting 84 ISr Professional TFinance & Info, Services ~Finance Operations 
59 
iManager, Accounting '84 lSr Professional Finance & Info Services Financial Management 
52 1IManager, Help Desk 84 ,Sr Professional 'Finance & Info Services 'Help Desk 
63 1,Manager, Investments 84 i Sr Professional Finance & Info, Services ,Investments 
l' Manager. Public Finance 84 "Sr Professional 'Public Fin & Port Monitor Public Finance 
61 
64 
, ­
1[Messenger	 '81 Clerical TExecutive ,Bldg Services-Albany 65 
llMgr. Customer Relations 84 Sr Professiona'+Executive Communications66 
11MgT. Technical Suppo·······rt· .....................•84
 Sr Professional :Finance & Info. Services Technical Support 
68 30!Office ~ssj~ta~t 81 Clerical Construction .Construction Technology 
67 
Office Assistant '81 .. Clerical '1 Construction Construction Technology 69 
70 . 'Office Assistant	 iClerical Construction iCUNY 
·Office Assistant 81 Clerical 1Construction jCUNY 
Office Assistant 81 ,Clerical Construction Interior Design 
71 
72 
73 Office Assistant 81 .Clerical Construction NYC Programs 
·Office Assistant 81 .Clerical 'Construction .Project AdministratIon 74 
Office Assistant 81 TCk!rICal 'Construction 'Project Mgnt. Admin 75 
76 Office Assistant 81 iClerical 'Construction PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
77 Office Assistant 81 iclericalConstruction iPS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
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8 C 0 E F 
1 
78 
79 
80 
Jnt· Job Tille 
-:Office Assistant­
!Office Assistant 
:o"ffice Assrstant 
.SG 
"-+81 
:81 
'B1 
Classification 
-Yclericai 
i 
Clerical 
ICferical 
Org Level 1 
:Construction 
Construction 
:Construction 
Or9 Level 4 
,Purchasing 
·Purchasing 
Purchasing 
81 
82 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
:81 
,
'81 
!Clerical 
Clencal 
i 
:Construction 
Construction 
, 
Statewide Fae.• Upstate 
Statewide Fae • Upsta1e 
83 Office Assistant 81 :Clerical •Construction Statewide Fae. - Upstate 
84 Office Assistant 81, Clerical ·Constructio!l :Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
85 Office Assistant 181 :Clerical ,Construction 'StateWide Fae. - Upstate 
86 Office Assistant ;81 Clerical 1Construction iStatewide Fac. -Upstate 
87 Office Assistant 181 'Clerical Construction [Statewide Fac. - Upstate ~ '" 
88 Office Assistant 81 '-flerical Construction iStatewide Fae - Upstate 
89 Office Assistant -131 Clerical ·Construction lStatewide Fac.• Upstate 
90 Office Assistant 81 Clerical Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
91 Office Assistant 81 Clerical Construction Term Contract Administrat 
92 Office Assistant 81 .Clerical Counsel Counsel 
93 Office Assistant 81 Clerical Executilfe Risk Management & Safety 
94 Office Assistant 81 Clerical Executilfe Risk Management & Safety 
95 Office Assistant 81 Clencal Executilfe Risk Management & Safety 
96 Office Assistant 81 Clerical Finance & Info Services IS Administration 
97 Office Assistant (OfT) 82 :Para& Entry Level Prof Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
98 1 Office Manager '83 Professional 1Executive Client Outreach & NYC Ope 
9S 4 Project Accountant .83 , Professional Construction ·CUNY 
00 Project Accountant 83 [Professional Construction CUNY 
01 
02 
Project Accountant 
Project Accountant 
:83 
,
'B3 
iProfeSSIonal 
.Professional 
·Construction 
Construction 
NYC Courts 
:NYC Health & Hosp Corp. 
03 54 Project Manager 84 .Sr Professional Construction ConstructIOn Technology 
04 PrOject Manager 84 Sr Professional Construchon ·Construction Technology 
05 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction CSS Administration 
06 Project Manager 84 Sr Protesslonal Construction CUNY 
07 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
08 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
09 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
10 Project Manager 64 Sr ProfeSSional Construction CUNY 
11 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
12 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction fUNY 
13 PrOject Manager 84 Sf ProfeSSional Construction ·CUNY 
14 Projecl Manager .84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
, .." 
hl Project Manager ,84 Sr Professional Construction CUNY 
16 Project Manager i84 Sr Professional Construction Facility Management 
17 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction JOC's 
13 F'roJect Manager 84 Sr ProfeSSional ·Construction JOC's 
19 Project Manager '84 Sr Professional Construction JOC's 
20 PrOject Manager B4 SrProfussional :Construction NYC Health & Hosp. Corp 
.,,,,,.",,.....-._,,,.. ,,--_. __ ........._....,.,.,""~ 
21 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional :Construction NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
22 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction ·NYC Health & Hosp Corp. 
23 Project Manager B4 Sr Professional Construction NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
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It Job Title I Classification Org level 1 Org level 4!...J 
Project Manager Sr Professional Construction Project Administration 24 
Project Manager Sr Professional :Construction 1Project Administration 25 
26 Project Manager 1B4 :Sr Professional !Construction Project Administration 1 ~_~ 
~-~~~"'-- -_._-~,-~-- +-­
Project Manager ,B4 'Sr Professional iConstruction :Statewide Fac~ - Upstate 27 · w__ _, ,_. ___ __ 
28 Project Manager :64 ·Sr Professional 'Construction :Statewide Fac . Upstate 
j -'-'~ 
-~..­
Project Manager i64 iSr Professional Construction Statewide Fae.. Upstate29 
Project Manager tB4 :Sr Professional fConstruction ,Statewide Fae. - Upstate 30 l~~~ I 
31 Project Manager !B4 'Sr Professional ·Construction :Statewide Fae.• Upstate 
..••..• __ j ~~~ ~ .... ~_.. ............~•..
·_~"_h,,· 
Project Manager 164 ,Sr Professional 1Construction IStatewide Fae. - Upstate 32 
'Project Manager IB4 :SrProfessIonal !Construction iStatewide Fae. - Upstate 33 
! 
Project Manager 184 Sr Professional Ic:;()nstr~:!i()n ~sTalewide Fac:=Tipstat-e­34 
• .. _.~~" _" _mm",_'" 
35 Project Manager lB4 'Sr Professional :Construction ~StatewideFac:-l.Jpstaie : 
PrOJect Manager B4 Sr Professional 'Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 36 
;7 Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac " Upstate 
Project Manager '84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac.. Upstate38 
Project Manager 64 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac - Upstate 39 
PrOject Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac " Upstate 40 
PrOject Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fae Upstate41 
Project Manager B4 Sr Professional ConstruclJon Statewide Fac - Upstate 42 
Project Manager 84 Sr Professional Construction StateWIde Fac. Downstate 43 
44 Project Manager :84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate i 
Project Manager '84 Sr Professional ·Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 45 
Project Manager B4 ·Sr Professional Construction StaifMide 1='8<:. Downstate46 ~~"
 
47 Project Manager ;B4 j'Sr"PrOtesslonal' iConstrUction Statewide Fac DOwnstate
 
Project Manager B4 'Sr Professional :Construction ~ -stateWide Fac. Downstate 48 
Project Manager :84 Sr Professional 'Construction Statewide Fae. Downstate 49 
Project Manager B4 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 50 
PrOject Manager 64 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Downstate51 
52 PrOJect Manager B4 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
ProJect Manager '64 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac Downstate 53 
Project Manager '84 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 54 
Project Manager 84 SrProfessional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 55 
Project Manager 64 Sr Professional Construction Statewide Fae. Downstate 56 
57 4 Purchasing Coordinator , ta3 ·Professional ·Construction Purchasing 
I 
Purchasing Coordinator '83 :Professional ,Construction Purchasing58 
Purchasing Coordinator 83 :Professionat !Construction ·Purchasing 59 
Purchasing Coordinator 83 ProfesSional ,Construction ·Purchasing 60 
1:Re<;Ords Management Spec 82 Para & Entry Level Prof iExecutive Bldg Services-Albany 61 
62 4 Regional Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent IConstructIon CUNY 
RegIOnal Project Manager 'S5 Manager or EqUivalent 'Construction Statewide Fac . . Upstate 63 
64 Regional Project Manager 85 Manager or EqUIvalent Construction Statewide Fae - Upstate 
65 Heglonal Project Manager ,85 ·Manager or Equivalent Construction Statewide Fae Downstate 
66 1 Responsibility Review Ana ,83 Professional Construction ·Construction Contracts 
67 1 RFP Coordinator i82 Para & Entry level Prof Construction RFP Coordination 
68 2' Risk Management Spec i82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Risk Management & Safety 
69 Risk Management Spec ,82 Para 8. Entry Level Prof Executive Ri!]k Management & Safety 
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,'12...... 
12 Sr Accountant	 83 Professional 'Construction Construction Reporting IO 
I 
Sr Accountant	 83 Professional :Construction Construction Reporting 71 
72 Sr Accountant 83 Professional Executive Budget 
Sr Accountant B3 .Professional Executive :8udget73 
t 
Sr Accountant	 B3 Professional Finance & Info Services ,Accounts Payable 74 
Sr Accountant .83 Professional Finance & Info Services Accounts Payable 75 
Sr Accountant	 83 :Professional ,Finance & Info. ServIces Accounts Payable 76	 ~ - " 
Sr Accountant	 83 jp'iotessioosll IFinance & Info. Services Financial Management 77 
78 Sr Accountant 83 !Prc>fessional iFinance & Info. Services 'Financial Management 
Sr Accountant 83 
t 
"Professional rFinculce & Info. Services Financial Management 79 
----~--
Sf Accountant	 83 :Professional ·Finance & Info Services Financial Management 80 
81 Sr Accountant 83 .Professional ·Finance&. Info Services Investments 
-) Sr I'\nalyst FMS B4 Sr Professional Finance 8. Info Services Applications Support 
, L L8'	 . 
Sr Analyst FMS 84 Sr Professional Finance & Info Services Applications Support 83 
1 Sr Architect 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction QA Statewide Programs 84 
5 Sr Asst ProjeCI Managef 83 ProfeSSional Construction Facility Management 85 
86 Sr Assl Project Manager 83 ProfeSSional Construction NYC Courts
 
Sr Assl Project Manager 83 Professional Construction NYC Health 8. Hosp. Corp.
 37 
88 Sr Asst Project Manager 83 Professional Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Sf Asst Project Manager B3 Professional Construction Statewide Fac, Downstate 89 
90 2	 Sr Building Techmcian !82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Bldg Services-Albany 
Sr BUilding Technician "1",82 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Building Services-Delmar 91 
(j')1 2 Sr Code AdmlOlstrator 84 Sf ProfeSSional 'Construction Code Compliance :..:c1 Sr Code Administrator 84 Sr Professional ·Construction Code Compliance 
94 2 Sr Construction Svc Spec 83 Professional Construction Project Administration 
95 
93 
Sf Construction Svc Spec 83 Professional Construction Project Administration 
96 2 Sr Contract Adrnlllistrator 84 S, ProfeSSional Construcllon PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
97 Sr Contract Administrator 84 'Sr Professional Constructton Term Contract Administrat 
1 SI Counsel 84 Sr Professional Counsel Counsel98 
99 () Sr Engineer 85 Manager or EqUivalent Construction Code Compliance 
00 Sr Engineer '85 Manager or EqUivalent Construction Code Compliance 
01 Sr Engineer 85 Manager or EqUivalent Construction NYC Programs 
0:;: Sf Engineer 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Programs 
Sf Fnqltlcer B5 Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Programs 
()4 Sr Engmee! 85 Manager or EqUivalent Construction QA Statewide Programs 
05 ..L , 5, Environmental Manager 85 Manager or EqUivalent Executive EnVironmental Affairs 
06 
U3 
Sr Fnvlronrnental Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Executive Environmental Affairs 
07 Sr Fae Management Spec 83 Professional Construction Facility Management 
08 Sr FaG Mgt Sys Mgr 'B5 Manager or EqUivalent Construction Facility Management 
1 Sr FlO Systems App Spec 83 Professional Finance & Info ServIces Finance Operations 
5 Sr FmandaI Analyst 84 Sr Professional Fmance & Info. Services Financial Management 
Sf Financial Analyst 84 Sr Professional Finance & Info. Services Financial Management 
Sr FInandal Analyst 84 Sr Professional Finance & Info Services Financial Management 
Sr Financial Analysl B4 Sr Professional Ftnance & Info. Services Financial Management 
Sr "rnanclal Analyst 84 Sr Professional Public Fin & Port Monitor Publtc Finance 
Sf Inlerior DeSIgner 84 Sr Professional ·Construction Inlenor Design 
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16 Sr Manager. Code Admin Manager or Equivalent Construction Code Compliance 
1"1 Sr Manager. CTG Manager or Equivalent 1ConstrUC1ion 
i 
_, ~,.~ ..~._~ ..~_.~ .W_·._.~ ~~~ 
Construction Technology 
18 1 Sr Manager. IFMl S ,Manager or Equivalent iConstruction J.. _.,,_ Facility Management 
19 2' Sr Opp Progs Analyst IB4 I Sr Professional iExecutive ,Opportunity Programs 
20 •Sr Opp Progs Analyst , !B4 Sr Professional [Executive 1Opportunity Programs 
21 31 Sr Program Analyst rB3 I Professional IFinance & Info. Services Applications Support 
22 ]Sr Program Analyst iS3 , Professional iFinance & Info. Services · .... " .... __ ..... _.._--_.~---.. Applications Support 
23 Sr Program Analyst IB3 Professional iFinance & Info. Services iApplications Support 
24 17'Sr Project Manager !S5 Manager or Equivalent 'Construction CUNY 
25 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager Of Equivalent !Construction 'CUNY 
26 "Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction CUNY 
27 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent ·Construction 'CUNY 
28 Sr PrOject Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction CUNY 
29 Sr ProJect Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Con-slruction CUNY 
30 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction CUNY 
31 Sr Project Manager B5 Manager Of Equivalent· Construction Facility Management 
32 Sr Proje<..1 Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Courts 
33 Sr Project Manager B5 Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Courts 
34 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Health & Hasp. Corp. 
35 Sr Project Manager 85 ,Manager or Equivalent Construction NYC Health &Hosp. Corp. 
---­ -­ ..__ ..._...•_._.­
36 Sr PrOject Manager 85 lManager or EquivaiEmt !Construction Project Administration 
]7 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
38 Sr Project Manager 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction Statewide Fac. Downstate 
39 Sr Project Manager (OfT) 85 Manager or Equivalent Construction JOC's 
40 Sr Project Manager (OfT) 85 Manager or Equivalent 'Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
41 2Sr Purchasing Coordinator 84 Sr Professional Construction Purchasing 
42 Sr Purchasing Coordinator B4 Sr Professional Construction Purchasing 
43 5 Sr Systems Spedallst 83 iProfessional Finance & Info Services 
~_••_"._••NO _ 
Field Support/Hardware 
44 Sr Systems Specialist B3 'Professional Finance & Info. Services Field Support/Hardware 
45 51 Systems SpeCialist 83 Professional ·Finance & Info. Services Technical Support 
46 Sr Systems Specialist 83 Professional Finance & Info Services Technical Support 
47 Sr Systems Specialist 83 Professional Finance & Info Services Technical Support 
48 5 Systems SpeCialist 82 , Para & Entry Level Prof: Finance & Info. ServIces Field Support/Hardware 
49 
50 
Systems Specialist 
Systems Specialist 
.82 
82 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & EntrY Level Prof 
Finance & Info. Services 
Finance & Info. Services 
Help Desk 
Help Desk 
51 .Systems Specialist 82 Para & Entry Level Prof;Finance & Info. Services Infrastructure 
52 Systems Specialist 82 Para 8. Entry Level Prof lFinarice & Info. Services 'Technical Support 
53 2 Term Contract Admin 82 Para 8. Entry Level Prof IConstruction Term Contract Adminlstrat 
54 Term Contract Admin 82 
! 
Para 8. Entry Level Prof ,Construction .Term Contract Administrat 
55 1 Traming Coordinator B2 Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Human Resources 
56 3 Web Developer 83 Professional' Finance & Info. Services InterneVlntranet 
57 Web Developer B3 iProfessional Finance & Info. Services Internet/Intranet 
58 Web Developer B3 !Professional Finance & Info. Services Internet/Intranet 
59 A.57 Total CSEA Count 
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Schedule B - UAW Titles generated as of 4-16-08 
A 6 0 E F 
1 f<>lJ!1t j ,_, ~~b n~e ,Para ~:::::~ Prof tE'xecut~rg level 1_ --tReat pr~~e_ve_1~ ~ ----13 ~~~:~~:~ ~:t:.:;, ,_ ; 'Para'&EntrYLMIProi ;Executive ·······!Real Property ,-.,.."",--4 
4 Administrative_~sist8nt -=-1 ~ra .~ Entry leVel Prof lp'ublic'F'in & Port'Monitor 1pu't)__~;V~ori MOn A~mtn, 
5 2jAsSOClate9~unsel iB5 Manager or EqulValent ,Counsel ,Counsel 
6 tAssociate coun~--,- T~~__ -=I~a~~er?~-~quivalent·!Counsel Jc~~~s.:i ..., _, 
~ ~ I:;~~_~~: ~_~_~_:_,~~m>_ :: j~=i: :::!:::i~~ & p..Hio""" :~~'!;" 1~ , 1:~~;~~ ~::':~~rI.:f3! ·1~"""~"'1".,,:Y:~:~~-portMonitor ....••••.~l~:O~!n'Z~~:~~:.' ...__·..~..'•....... 
11 11MwBE Bus 'oev & Out Coord 1:~-TProfessTonaj;ExecutiVE!--·- ·······'·opportunity'Programs 
12 s'6ffiCe Assistant- j61 '-tCiencaj-" lExecutive-" "",QPPOrtliOliY programs ::1~~::1!·~·~····'-"··~~~:~: -tt:::t: ··~~,,---~-- •• ·.·l·~~~~~··=:~:--·
 
15 .,<:?f1i'ceAS~jStant- :Bf !c;I~rical 'EXecut~e lopr;~rt~nitYPrograms . 
16 10ffl0e Anistant 'B1 !Cleffc81 [Public Fin & Port Moni1or !Pub FinIPort Men Admin 
17 :!'Office Assistant~B1 tC~~~I.... !P~bIiC Fin & Port Monitor -TpUbF,n~?~,,~~nAdmin 
16 3 Opp Progs Analyst 63 lProfessional !Executive jOpportunity~r~~.ms 
19 lOpp ProQsAnalyst ;63 !Professional .. Executive iOpportunity Programs 
20 io,;p Progs A1lalyst ,83 [Professional Executive i6ppartunity Programs i,_ "............... l , . ...'". •. ---, 
21 1 iOpp Progs Specialist iB2 ;Para & Entry Level Prof Execullve Opportunity Programs 
~ -"....._,.- -~~ -~_.-. ",-, _._.._.---. ·-r----- "..~_._- f 
~; ~~~:~~ ,: .i.~~ ~~~~%~=j== 
25 iPortfoiloAnalyst 183 IProfessiOnBl-- "... :Public 'Fin-a. PortMOnitor !PortfOiio Monitoring 
26 rportfolio Anaiyst . lID !ProfessiOnai tpublicFin &PortMonitor"fportfolio Moni'torlilQ" 
~~ 6j~:~=i::~~~~~:~:~ ~iBB~33j ~fIPp~rrrooo:f:e:'s:Ss~·,:oOonn~:a:I···~EEx~::ecu:~~tJ;v~:e.. ••.·R;:e--:a~,I~p:~r··o:pe ,,~rty:r!, . 
29 'Reai'Prc)perty Analyst 
30 Real Property Analyst ;63 Professional 'Executive 'Re8lPraperty 
31 ~.I~roperty Analyst 83'Professional .Executive IReaj'~roperty 
32 IReal Property Analyst .. 63 .Professional :Executive !Real Property 
33 1i,Real Property Spec 82 . "Para & EntrY'l.eve{Prof ,Executive IResl Property 
34 21SrCou;:;sel :64 'Sr Pro"resSional ····!Counsel counsei 
35 i~r Counsel '64 iSr ProfessionaJCounsel ,Counsel 
36 3Sr Financial Analyst TB4'- iSrProfessionsl iPublic Fin & Port Monitor ....Tp·ublic Finance 
37 ·Sr FinanCial Analyst [64 iSr Professional ;Pub,Ic Fin& PortMon~or !pullticFinance 
38 Sr FinanCIal Analyst !B4 .fSrProfessional IPublic Fin-S-PortMo-nitor [PubllcFinance 
39 11Sr Real Property Analyst i64 :Sr Professional .Executive .Real PropertY
j"""m,,",. ,,_ ,,_,.~,. __ ._ ~ 
40 38 iTotat UAW Count 
APPENDIX "D"
 
j )(LD- -fECF~ H I I I J I K I ~l I MIN I 0 • f' I Q I R I s - I T I u I v I 
SCHEDULE o· POSITION CLASSIFICATION CATEGORIES
 
AND
 
SAlARY RANGES
 
COLA 3.00"'" 3,00% 3.00% ",00%
 
Job Increment L~vity
 Step Step Step Step Step Step Step Step Longevity Step Step lOrtgev;ly Step Step Longeyity 
Rate Amount Amount 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 lS 16 
$44,623 JOO6 2793 $28,199 i 529,204 $ 30.210 $ 31,215 5 32,221 5J3.2?1i $ 34.232 S 35.238 5 36,243 $ 39,037 S 39.037 S 39037 41830 5 41.830 $ 41.830 5 44,623 
$45,962 1,036 2,877 529,044 $30,080 $ 31,116 5 32.152 $ 33,188 $ 34.223 5 35.259 5 36,295 $ 37,331 $ 40.208 S 40,208 $ 40.208 S 43085 S 43,085 $ 43,085 $ 45,962 
$47341 1,067 2,963 529,916 $30,983 $ 32,049. $ 33,116 $ 34,183 S 35,250 S 38.317 S 37.384 $ 38,450 $ 41,414 $ 41,414,5 41414 $ 44.377 $ 44.377 $ 44,3U $ 47,341 
$49234 1.110 3,082 S31.112 $ 32,222 :0 33.331 S 34.441 :0 35,550 $ 36,660 $ 37.769 S 38879 $ 39,988 $ 43,070 $ 43,070 $ 43.070 46152 S 46.152 $ 46,152 $ 49,2:14 
$&4.286 1341 4358 $40,489 $41,830 $ 43,171 $ 44.511. $ 45,852 $ 47193 $ 48,534 $ 49,875 $ 51,215 $ 55.573 55,573 S 55.573 $ 59931 $ 59,931 $ 59,931 $ 64 28B 
$68,217 1,381 4,488 $41,704!$43.085 $ 44.466 45,647 . S 47,226. $ 46.609 $ 49,990 S 51371 $ 52,152 S 57,240 57,240 $ 57.240 61.728 61.728 $ 61.728 $ 66.217 
568203 1,422 4,623 . $42,955 $44377 $ 45.800 $ 47.222 $ 48,645 . S 50.087 $ 51490 S 52.912 $ 54,334 5 58,957 58,957 $ 58957 S 63,580 $ 63.580 $ 63,580 S 68203 
$f0 931 1,479 4,808 $44,673 $46,152 $ 47.632 $ 49,111 $ 50,590 S 52070 S 53,549 S 55028 $ 56,506 S 61,316 $ 61,316 $ 61316 S 5612a $ 66.124 S 66.124 10931 
Sln059 1341 4469 558.925 $ 60.266 S 61.607 $ 62,94'/ S 64,288 65629 S 66.970 !ill 311 $ 69,651 S 74,121 $ 74,121 $ 74 '21 $ 78590 $ 78,590 S 78,590 63059 
585551 1,3&1 4,603 $60893 $ 62,074 $ 63.455 $ 64,836 $ 66.211 S IF 598 $ 68,979 1O:l60 5 71,741 76,344 $ 76 344 $ 76344 $ ~n S4[\ $ 80948 S 80.948 $ 85,551 
588,1'8 1,422 4,741 562514 $63.936 S 65.358 S 66.781 $ 68203 S 69.626 S 11,046 $ 72471 $ 73893 $ 78635 :$ 78.535 $ 18635 63,3!6 83376 S 83,375 $ ~ .. 118 
$91642 1,479 4,931 $55.014 $6£.493 $ 67,973 $ 69,452' $ 70931 $ f2.411 $ 73.890 $ 75.369 $ 76,849 81.780 $ 61,780 $ 81,780 S 86,71: 00.711 S eo,711 $ 91,642 
$100825 1676 5028 S 72333 $ 74,009 $ 75,685 $ fl.361 $ 79,037 80713 . S 82.389 S 8-4,065 S 85.741 90.769 $ 90759 $ 90 769 $ 95J!!1 95.797 $ 95,797 S 100.B25 
5103849 1,726 5,179 $74.503 S 76,229 $ 77,955 $ 79,6B2 $ ~81,408 $ B3,13,1 $ 84,861 $ 86,587 $ 88,313 $ 93.492 $ 93.492 $ 93,492 $ 98571 S 98571 $ 96,671 S 103.849 
I $105965 1.778 5,334 $16.736 $ 78,516 $ 80,294 $ 82,072 $ 83,850 S 85,628 $ 67,400 $ 69,184 $ 90.962 $ 96.297 S 96,297 $ 96,29/ $ 101,631 S 101.631 5101.631 $ 106,965 
$111.244 1,849 5,548 $ 79.807 581,657 83,506 $ 85.355 $ 87.204 $ 89053 $ 90,903 $ 92.7:>2 S 94,601 $ 100148 $100148 $100148 $ 105.696 1105.696 $105,696 $ 111,244 
5119,819 1616 6145 567975 589,551 $ 91,327 S 93,003 $ 94.579 S 98355 $ 96.031 $ 99.707 $101,363 S 107.529 $101529 5107,529 $ 113.6,4 $113674 $113.6/4 $ 119819 
S123 414 1,726 6,330 $90.615 592,341 $ 94,067 95.794 597520 S 99246 5100972 5102.699 5104.425 $ 110.755 $110.755 5110755 S 117084 $117.084 $117,084 S 123414 
i $127116 1,778 6,520 193,333595,111 $ 96,889 S lill,667 $100,445 5102,223 5104002 $105,780 51OT.558 S 114,077 $114,077 $114077 S 120597 $120597 $120,597 127 116 
5132201 1,849 6,180 597,057 S98,916 5100,765 $102,614 $104,463 $108,312 $108.162 $110,011 $111.860 S 118.640 $118,640 $118.640.$ 125,421 $125,421 $125,421 $ 132.201 
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Appendix E 
Workers' Compensation Supplemental Benefits
 
Rilles and Kl::gula~i.Qns
 
1 (a) Employees necessarily ahsent from duty because of an occupational injury, 
disease or condition as defmed in the Workers' Compensation Law shall be 
eligible for a Workers' Compensation Supplemental Benefit (Supplement) as 
prOVided in this Appendix. Determmations of the Workers' Compensation Board 
regarding compensability of claims shall be binding upon the parties. 
(h) A workers' compensation injury shall mean any occupational injury, disease or 
condition found compensable as defined in the Workers' Compensation Law. 
2 (a) An employee who suffers a compensable occupational injury shall receive, in 
addition to the payment by lhe ~_l,lrance carrier, a payment (Supplement) 
sufftcient to provide an employee with 100% of the net pay that the employee 
received prior to the occupatlonal injury, subject to §2 (c) below 
(b I For the purposes of this Appendix, net pay shall mean gross pay minus federal, 
state, city (where applicable) withholding tax and FICA. 
(c) The Authority shall make all previously authorized payroll deductions to the 
extent practicable from the net Supplement. Where the net supplement is large 
enough, the Authority shaH fIrSt make health insurance, retirement, and union 
dues/agency fee deductions and therealler such other deductions thaI the 
supplement may accommodate, 
3 (a) In order to be eligible for the supplement to the insurance c;a..mer payment from 
the first day of the award, an employee who suffers an occupational injury shall 
notify the Authority upon the employee's first day of absence or within seven (7) 
calendar days of sustaining the injury 
(b) Where an employee is unable to provide the notice required in §3(a}, nolice may 
be prOVided by an attending physician or family member. The employee shaH 
thereafter vcr'ify the IIIfonllation provided 
(r) Where an employee is suffering from a condition which is ultimately diagnosed as 
arising oul of the employee's occupation, and such diagnosis is beyond the time 
limit set forth in §3(a), the date that the employee is advised of the diagnosis shaH 
commence the employee's seven (7) day notice requirement. 
(d) Where all employee's notification to the Authority exceeds the time limil set forth 
in §3(a), an employee's eligibility for the Supplement shall commence with the 
date 0 f nollce 
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le) lhe Authority may, at its sole dIscretion, waIve a late notificatlOll and pay the 
Supplemcl\l from the first day of tile award, upon good cause shown by the 
emplovce for such I:lle not ice 
(I) Employees who miss a medical appointment scheduled by the insurance carrier 
shall be placed on leave without pay unlil either the next medical appointment is 
altended or the employee returns to work, whichever is sooner. In no instance 
shall the period o (]cave without pay for a missed appointment exceed two (2) . 
days, however, such leave without pay may be waived by the Authority upon 
submission of an acceptable explanation by the employee. In no event shall the 
leave without pay be implemented unless the insurance carrier can attest to the 
timely delivery of the notice [0 the employee's address. 
4 tal There shall be one Workers' Compensation Law seven (7) calendar day waiting 
period per occupational injury. 
(b) There shall be no Workers' Compensation Benefit for the first seven (7) calendar 
days of disability, provided, however, that in the case lhat the compensable injury 
results In a disability of morc than fourteen (14) calendar days, the Supplement 
shall be allowed from the firs! day of disability. 
5 (a) Where the employee's workers' compensation claim is not controverted by the 
insuran<;~ carner, an employee necessarily absent from duty because of an 
occupational injury may use accruals, leave credits, including personal leave, from 
the firSt day of disability until payment from the insurance carrier or workers' 
compensation award, whichever IS sooner. 
(b) The Authority shall advance leave with pay to an employee eligible to accrue 
leave credits but who has exhausted her/his leave credits, unless such smployee 
requests othcTWISC III writmg. 
(c) Where the Workers' Compensation Board Issues an award in favor of the 
employee, the credits charged for the period covered by the Board award will be 
r('credited to the employee in full, upon the employee's return to work, placement 
011 restricted duty. expiration of the Supplement, or separation from service, 
whichever shall occur sooner. Credits so rccredited may be used again for future 
absences attributable to the same injury or disease, 
(ti) Where the employee's disability is between seven (7) and fourteen (14) calendar 
days. credits will be rccrediled to day seven (7) Where the employee's disability 
cu:ceds fourteen (14) days, credits will be recredited to the first day of disability 
(e) Upon an employee's return to work or paylllent from the insurance carner, which 
ever is later, the employee shall TCGCIVe Ihe Supplement and workers' 
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compensation award for the period covered by §5{d) and the notice requirements 
of§3. 
6 (a)	 \\'here an employee'5 workers' compensation is controverted by the insurance 
~arrier upon the ground that the disability did not arise out of or in the course of 
employment, the employee may utilize leave credits (including sick leave at half 
pay) pendmg a dctennination by the Workers' Compensation Board. 
(b)	 In the event that the employee's controverted claim IS decided in the employee's 
favor, the leave credits used by the employee shall be reci-edited for the period of 
the award (to day one jf the disability exceeds fourteen (14) calendar days, to day 
seven (7) if the disability is between seven (7) and fourteen (14) calendar days). 
Upon the employee's return to work or issuance of a workers' compensation 
award., whichever is later. the employee shall receive tbe Supplemen181ld 
insurance carrier paid workers' compensation benefits for the period of recredited 
credits provided in this Section, subject to the notice. provlsions sel forth in §3. 
(c)	 lrthe employee was on leave without pay pendmg the issuance of the award by 
the Workers' Compensation Board, the employee shall receive the full 
Supplement for the period ofthe award, SUbject to the notice provisions set forth 
in §3. 
(d)	 If the employee was on sick. leave at half pay for the period pending the award. the 
employee will receive·the Supplement to 100% of the net and the sick leave at 
half pay USl\ge will be restored to the employee. 
The Supplement shall be provided for absences due to therapy, doctor's 
appointments for the compensable injury and other continuing treatment as 
required if found compensable by the Workers' Compensation Board. 111C 
Supplement shaH be paid at the same time as the Workers Compensation Board 
payments lor such absences. 
8 (a)	 An employee receiVing the Supplement as provided in this Appendix shall be 
considered on the paJToli for purposes of accruing seniority, continuous service, 
health insurance and accrual of vacation and sick leave, personal leave, social 
security and retirement as provided by law. 
(b)	 When vacation credits are restored pursuant to this Appendix as such, restoration 
causes the total vacation credits to exceed forty (40) days, a period of one (I) year 
from the date of the return of the credits or the date of return to work, whichever 
is later, is allowcO to reduce the total accumulalion 10 forty (40) days. 
(c}	 TIle Supplement shall be provided fm a period of lip to nine (9) months (39 
weeks) for each occupational injury as defined in the Appendix. At the expiration 
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of the nine (9) months (J9 weeks) of the Supplement period, an employee shall be 
allowed to draw accnlcd leave credits, and upon exhausting leave credits, shall be 
allowed sick leave a1 half pay, if eligible 
(dl An employee who draws leave credils as provided in §8 (c) shall be entitled to 
restoration of such credits, including lhose used for absences of less than one full 
day, as are used during a period ofabsence for which an award of compensation 
has been made and credited to the Authority as reimbursement for wages paId. 
Such restoration shall occur upon the issuance of an award by the Workers' 
Compensation Board 
9 Where a workers' compensation claim is contested by the insurance carrier, the 
parties will abide by the determination of the Workers' Compensation Board. 
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Appendix F 
Panel of Arbitrators 
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